12.0. General Rules

LC rule interpretations 12.0. General Rules

Serials Issued in Cumulations: Some serials issued in cumulations have a publication pattern whereby the individual issues for a certain period are rearranged, corrected, and perhaps expanded and reissued as a cumulation that may or may not have the same title as the individual issues. The contents of the individual issues and the cumulation are basically the same. However, these cumulations should not be confused with other serials that are publications with different frequencies and entirely different contents although the titles may be the same, e.g., an annual publication that gives the total figures for the year but does not include the monthly figures that appeared in the individual monthly issues. Separate records are generally made for these latter publications unless the numbering system ties them together.

Below are some criteria that can be used to determine when separate records should be made for such cumulations.

1) Separate records are generally made if

a) the individual issues and the cumulation have the same title but have different numbering systems, e.g., the individual issues have numeric designations but the cumulation has only a chronological designation.

130 0# $a 中国, 发展与改革 (Annual)
130 0# $a Zhongguo, fa zhan yu gai ge (Annual)
245 10 $a 中国, 发展与改革 / $c 国家体改委中国经济体制改革研究所
245 10 $a Zhongguo, fa zhan yu gai ge / $c Guo jia ti gai wei Zhongguo jing ji ti zhi gai ge yan jiu suo.
310 ## $a Annual
362 0# $a 1984/1985-
580 ## $a Issued also monthly.
787 1# $t 中国, 发展与改革 (Monthly)
787 1# $t Zhongguo, fa zhan yu gai ge (Monthly)

*This chapter included LC rule interpretation and CONSER Standard Record (CSR) Documentation on CSR Practice at the beginning of each rule#.

When using copy, all elements that are not incorrect should be left in the record, even if they are not part of the required element set of CSR. Elements that are not obviously incorrect should, in general, also be left in the record without further research. Further guidance is in CONSER Standard Record Documentation. Appendix A.
b) the individual issues and the cumulation have different titles and separate numbering systems.

245 00 $a Wen hui bao suo yin ben = $b Wenhuibao.
245 00 $a 文匯報縮印本 = $b Wenhuibao.
310 ## $a Monthly
362 1# $a Began in 1948.

245 00 $a Wen hui bao = $b Wen hui bao
245 00 $a 文匯報 = $b Wen hui bao
310 ## $a Daily
588 ## $a Description based on: Di 15953 hao (1991 nian 7 yue 1 ri).

245 00 $a Asahi shinbun shukusatsuban.
245 00 $a 朝日新聞縮刷版.
362 1# $a Began in Feb. 1942.

245 00 $a Asahi shinbun.
245 00 $a 朝日新聞.
362 0# $a Dai 19548-gō (Shōwa 15-nen 9-gatsu 1-nichi [Sept. 1, 1940])-
2) Separate records are generally not made if

   a) the individual issues and the cumulation have a continuous numbering system; the cumulation may or may not have a different title.

   b) the individual issues and the cumulation have the same title, have only chronological designations, and the cumulation is published in lieu of the last individual issue.

   245 00 $a Xianggang shang pin mao yi tong ji. $p Jin kou
   245 00 $a 香港商品貿易統計. $p 進口
   310 #$a Monthly, including annual cumulation
   515 #$a Dec. issue being annual cumulation.
   588 #$a Description based on: 2001 nian 8 yue.
   588 #$a Description based on: 2001 年 8 月.

   245 00 $a Tomin no kurashimuki.
   245 00 $a 都民のくらしむき.
   310 #$a Monthly, with an annual cumulation
   362 0$# a Shōwa 47-nen 7, 8, 9-gatsubun [July-Sept. 1972]-
   362 0$# a 昭和 47 年 7, 8, 9 月分 [July-Sept. 1972]-

3) Whenever in doubt, prefer separate records.

**Serials Issued in Parts:** For serials issued in parts, the criteria listed below can be used to determine when separate records are made and when they are not.

Separate records are generally made if

   a) the individual parts are unnumbered or otherwise undesignated as parts of one serial.

   245 00 $a Gifu Daigaku Kyōiku Gakubu kenkyū hōkoku. $p Shizen kagaku.
   245 00 $a 歳阜大学教育学部研究報告. $p 自然科学.

   245 00 $a Gifu Daigaku Kyōiku Gakubu kenkyū hōkoku. $p Jibun kagaku.
   245 00 $a 歳阜大学教育学部研究報告. $p 人文科学.

   245 00 $a Nonmunjip. $p Inmun p’yôn
   245 00 $a 論文集. $p 人文 科學 篇
   245 00 $a Nonmunjip. $p Chayôn kwahak p’yôn.
   245 00 $a 論文集. $p 自然 科學 篇.

   b) the individual parts have their own numbering system or date designation.

   245 00 $a Sheng wu xue wen zhai. $n Di 3 fen ce. $p Wei sheng wu xue
   245 00 $a 生物學文摘. $n 第 3 分冊. $p 微生物學
c) the parts can be purchased separately.

Separate records are generally not made if

a) the individual parts do not have a numbering system that relates to the serial as a whole.

b) the parts have a continuous pagination or enumeration.

c) the parts cannot be purchased separately.

d) the parts appear to be designed to be used together.
Whenever in doubt, prefer separate records.

Reprinted Issues of Non-Newspaper Serials:

1) Separate records are generally made for reprinted serials if the reprinted issues are published by a publisher not responsible for the original.

245 00 $a Shi da guo xue cong kan.
245 00 $a 師大國學叢刊.
260 ## $a Beijing Shi: $b Xian zhuang shu ju, $c 2006.
260 ## $a 北京市: $b 線裝書局, $c 2006.
580 ## $a Originally published: Beijing : Guo li Bei ping shi fan da xue guo wen xue hui.
580 ## $a Originally published: 北京 : 國立北平師範大學國文學會.

245 00 $a Sokoku
245 00 $a 祖國
260 ## $a Kyōto-shi : $b Rinsen Shoten, $c Heisei 14 [2002]
260 ## $a 京都市: $b 臨川書店, $c 平成 14 [2002]
580 ## $a Facsimile reprint of a serial originally published: Kyōto: Masakikai Sokokusha. Yasuda Yojūrō shusai. Accompanied by "Sokoku" bessatsu: kaisetsu,
sōmokuji, shippitsushamei sakuin by Tanizaki Akio. Issued as: Rinsen Shoten kindai bungei zasshi fukusei sōsho dai 23-ji.

245 00 $a Chosŏn yŏn’guyŏn.
245 00 $a 조선어 연구
2) Separate records are generally not made for reprinted serials if the serial issues are reprinted by the publisher of the original. If these issues carry a different or an additional title, add a note on the record for the original and provide an added entry.

*LC practice:* When the Library of Congress acquires reprinted issues of a serial title to fill in gaps in its holdings of the original, a separate bibliographic record for the reprinted issue(s) will not be created.

See *LCRI 1.0* for guidelines about cataloging a reprint of serial issues as a serial or as a monograph. See *LCRI 12.0B1* for information about the basis of description for reprints of printed serials.

12.0A. Scope

12.0A1. The rules in this chapter cover the description of continuing resources, whether successively issued (i.e., serials) or integrating (e.g., updating loose-leaves, updating Web sites). . .

*Editor’s Note:* This document provides CJK examples for serials only. Non-Roman parallel fields are either mandatory or optional, following the guidelines given in CONSER EDITING GUIDE Appendix O (2009). Mandatory fields are: 245, 246, 250, 260, 362, and 4xx. Optional fields are: 1xx (name, uniform title), 240 (uniform title), 5xx, 6xx (name, uniform title), 7xx (name, uniform title, and linking fields), 8xx (name, uniform title). And 8xx (name, uniform title).

12.0B Sources of information

12.0B1 Basis of the description

a) Serials. Base the description of a serial on the first issue or part or, lacking this, on the earliest available issue or part. For numbered serials, the first issue or part is the lowest numbered issue or part. For unnumbered serials, the first issue or part is the issue or part with the earliest publication, distribution, etc., date. Generally prefer the first (or earliest) issue or part over a source associated with the whole serial or with a range of more than one issue or part.
**LC rule interpretations 12.0B1.**

**First Issue:** The basis for the description is the first issue of the serial. In determining which issue is first, disregard the date of publication, etc., and use the designation on the issues. For serials that carry numeric or alphabetic designations, the first issue is the one with the lowest or earliest (in the alphabet) designation. For serials that do not carry numeric or alphabetic designations, the first issue is the one with the earliest chronological designation. (If the actual first issue is not available, use these same guidelines to determine which issue should be used as the basis for the description.).

Serials may be issued with terms such as "premier," "sample," or "preview." The term "premier" generally implies the first true issue. Do not, however, base the description on an issue that bears only wording such as "Sample," "Preview," or "Introductory issue." Such wording generally indicates that the publisher is testing the potential audience for the serial and it is possible that the serial may never be published. Such issues generally do not have numbering. An issue that bears numbering that precedes "1," such as "Vol. 1, no. 0," "No. 0," or "Vol. 0," may be treated as the first issue, provided that there is clear evidence that the issue is not merely serving as a sample or introductory issue.

**LC practice:** The National Serials Data Program (NSDP) creates records for sample issues in order to assign the ISSN. If LC later catalogs the serial, the description is based on the first "true" issue and a note is given to explain the sample issue.

**CONSER Cataloging Manual (CCM) 8.5.3.**

**Premier or introductory issues:** If the first issue is called "premier issue" or another term designating "first," use the term in the designation only when there is no other numerical or chronological designation that can be used (see also CCM 3.1.2.). (LCRI 12.3B1.)
When words alone such as "Premier issue" have been used as the designation, change the designation to reflect later issues when possible.

362 0# $a Chuang kan hao-
362 0# $a 创刊号-

362 0# $a 1998-nen 3-gatsu-
362 0# $a 1998 年 3 月-
515 ## $a First issue called also "Sōkangō."
515 ## $a First issue called also "創刊号."

362 0# $a [Dai 1-gō] (1993.3)-
362 0# $a [第 1 号] (1993.3)-
500 ## $a Latest issue consulted: Dai 14-gō (2006.3).
515 ## $a First issue lacks numbering and is called "Sōkangō."
515 ## $a First issue lacks numbering and is called "創刊号."

362 0# $a Che 1-chip –
362 0# $a 제 1 집 –

362 0# $a Che 1-kwŏn che 1-ho (1995-yŏn 4-wŏl)-
362 0# $a 제 1 권 제 1 호 (1995 년 4 월)-

362 0# $a [Che 1- kwŏnkwŏn che 1-ho] (1995-yŏn 6-wŏl)-
362 0# $a [제 1 권 제 1 호] (1995 년 6 월)-
515 ## $a First issue lacks numbering and is called “ch’angganho.”
515 ## $a First issue lacks numbering and is called “창간호.”

**LC rule interpretations 12.0B1.**

**Reprints of Serials:** In order that the description of the reprint resemble and file with the description of the original, the earliest issue reprinted is used as the chief source for the first three areas of the description. Data for these areas may be taken from any place on the reprinted issue without the use of brackets. If it is known that the description of the original would include data that are not on the reprinted issue, the data may be supplied in brackets.

In the publication, distribution, etc. area the place of publication, publisher, and date of the reprint are recorded, using brackets if the data do not come from a prescribed source on the reprint.
The physical description area gives the physical description of the reprint, not the original. A series is recorded if the reprint appears in a series.

Usually a single note gives important details about the original while other notes give necessary information about the reprint. Notes giving the sources of the title or the issue on which the description is based are not given.

245 00  $a Munhak kwa yesul.
245 00  $a 문학 과 예술.
246 1#  $i Reprint title: $a Munhak yesul
246 1#  $i Reprint title: $a 문학 예술
260 ## $a 서울 특별시 : $b 보경 문화사, $c 1979.
300 ## $a 10 v. : $b ill. ; $c 24 cm.
362 0# $a Che 1-kwŏn 1-ho (Tan‘gi 4287-yŏn [1954])-Che 4-kwŏn 11-ho (Tan‘gi 4290-yŏn [1957])
362 0# $a 第 1 卷 1 號 (檀紀 4287 年[1954])-第 4 卷 11 號 (檀紀 4290 年 [1957] )
775 1# $t Munhak kwa yesul
775 1# $t 문학 과 예술

580 ## $a Originally published weekly: Shanghai : Shanghai shi jie shu ju, 1922-1924.
580 ## $a Originally published weekly: 上海 : 上海 世界書局, 1922-1924.


580 ## $a Reprint of an internal publication issued a few numbers a year by Zhongguo guo min dang Zhong yang zhi xing wei yuan hui mi shu chu, as an organ of Zhongguo guo min tang. With new introd., table of contents, and pagination.

kindai bungei zasshi fukusei sōsho dai 23-ji.


580 ## $a Reprint, with new intro. and indexes. Originally published bimonthly (irregular): Sŏul-si : Han’guk Minjok Yesurin Ch’ong Yŏnhap, 1989-


12.0B2. Chief source of information

a) Printed resources. The chief source of information is the title page or the title page substitute. The title page substitute for an item lacking a title page is (in this order of preference) the analytical title page, cover, caption, masthead, editorial pages, colophon, other pages. Specify the source used as the title page substitute in a note (see 12.7B3). If information traditionally given on the title page is given on facing pages, with or without repetition, treat the two pages as the title page.

245 00 $a Fa lü ke xue : $b Xi bei zheng fa xue yuan xue bao = Law science : journal of Northwest Institute of Political Science and Law.
245 00 $a 法律科學 : $b 西北政法院學学報 = Law science : journal of Northwest Institute of Political Science and Law.
588 ## $a Description based on: 1994, 4; title from cover.

245 00 $a Zhonghua Minguo Taiwan di qiu jiu ye shi chang nian bao.
245 00 $a 中華民國台灣地區就業市場年報.
588 ## $a Description based on: Minguo 66 [1977]; title from cover.

245 00 $a Aichi-ken Gan Sentā nenpō
245 00 $a 愛知県がんセンター年報
588 ## $a Description based on: dai 13-go (Shōwa 52- nendo [1977]); title from cover.
588 ## $a Description based on: 第 13-期 (昭和 52- nendo [1977]); title from cover.

245 00 $a Munhwa wa na = $b Culture & I.
245 00 $a 문화 와 나 = $b Culture & I.
588 ## $a Description based on: 1997, 1-2; title from cover.

245 00 $a Oegyo munje haesŏl.
245 00 $a 외교 문제 해설.
588 ## $a Description based on: 97-4 (1997. 5. 7); title from caption.
Use the colophon as the chief source of information for an oriental nonroman script resource if the colophon contains full bibliographic information and the following conditions apply:
i) the page standing in the position of a title page bears only the title proper
or
ii) the title page bears only a calligraphic version of the title proper
or
iii) the title page bears only a western-language version of the title and other bibliographic information.

245 00 $a Taiwan ren lei xue kan.
245 00 $a 臺灣人類學刊.
362 0# $a Di 1 juan di 1 qi (June 2003)-
362 0# $a 第 1 卷第 1 期 (June 2003)-
500 ## $a Title from colophon.

245 00 $a Guo shi guan guan kan.
245 00 $a 國史館館刊.
500 ## $a Title from colophon.

245 00 $a アジア・アフリカ言語文化研究所通信.
245 00 $a Ajia Afurika Gengo Bunka Kenkyūjo tsushin.
588 ## $a Description based on: Dai 68-gō (1990-nen 3-gatsu 25-nichi); title from colophon.

588 ## $a Description based on: 第 68 号 (1990 年 3 月 25 日); title from colophon.

245 00 $a Sŏul Kukch’ehwamunajeon chakp’umjip : $b [mongsok].
245 00 $a 서울 국제 판화 비엔나레 작품집 : $b [목록].
588 ## $a Description based on: Che 4-hoe (1983-yŏn 7-wŏl 27-il - 8-wŏl 15-il); title from colophon.

588 ## $a Description based on: 제 4 회 (1983 년 7 월 27 일-8 월 15 일); title from colophon.

245 00 $a Han’gugin.
245 00 $a 한국인.
588 ## $a Description based on: Che 5-kwŏn che 9-ho (1986-yŏn 9-wŏr-ho); title from colophon.

588 ## $a Description based on: 제 5 권 제 9 호 (1986 년 9 월호); title from colophon.

12.0F Inaccuracies
For inaccuracies in the title proper, see 12.1B1. For other inaccuracies, see 1.0F.

1.0F1. In an area where transcription from the item is required, transcribe an inaccuracy or a misspelled word as it appears in the item. Follow such an inaccuracy either by [sic] or by i.e. and the correction within square brackets. Supply a missing letter or letters in square brackets. For inaccuracies in the title proper of a serial or an integrating resource, see 12.1B1.
12.0H. Items with several chief source of information. See 1.0A3.

1.0A3. Chief source of information.
For situations other than a single-part bibliographic resource with only one chief source of information, apply the following guidelines when the bibliographic resource is:

i) In one physical part with more than one possible chief source of information use the first occurring source of information as the chief source of information unless one of the following applies:

ii) If the bibliographic resource contains written, spoken, or sung words for which there are sources of information in more than one language or script, prefer (in this order):
   (a) the source in the language or script of the written, spoken, or sung words if there is only one such language or script or only one predominant language or script.
   (b) the source in the original language or script of the resource if the words are in more than one language or script, unless translation is known to be the purpose, in which case use the source in the language of the translation.

245 00 $a Zhongguo ying zao xue she hui kan.
245 00 $a 中國營造學社彙刊.
246 15 $a Bulletin of the Society for Research in Chinese Architecture

245 00 $a Zhongguo di zhi ke xue yuan yuan bao.
245 00 $a 中国地质科学院院报.
246 15 $a Bulletin of the Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences
245 00 $a Kokubungaku Kenkyū Shiryōkan kiyō. $p Bungaku kenkyū hen.
245 00 $a 国文学研究資料館紀要. $p 文学研究編.
246 15 $a Bulletin of the National Institute of Japanese Literature. $p Japanese literature

245 00 $a Nongōp kwahak nonmunjip.
245 00 $a 農業 科學 論文集.
246 15 $a RDA journal of agricultural science

12.1. Title and Statement of Responsibility Area

12.1B. Title proper

12.1B1. Transcribe the title proper as instructed in 1.1B.

Correct obvious typographic errors when transcribing the title proper and give the title as it appears on the resource in a note. In case of doubt about whether the spelling of a word is incorrect, transcribe the spelling as found.

245 00 $a Kukhak yön’gu. [made-up title]
245 00 $a 국학 연구. [made-up title]
246 1# $i Title on che 1-chip as: $a Kukhak ŏn’gu
246 1# $i Title on che 1-chip as: $a 국학 연구

12.1.B2. When the title appears in full and in the form of an acronym or initialsism in the chief source of information, choose the full form as the title proper.

LC rule interpretations. LC/PCC practice: Prior to Dec. 1, 2002, this rule called for the selection of the acronym or initialsism as the title proper if it was the only form of the title presented in other locations. Do not change any existing bibliographic or series authority records created before Dec. 1, 2002.

245 00 $a Guo li Taiwan da xue Tai da gong cheng xue kan : $b Tai da gong cheng xue kan.
245 00 $a 國立臺灣大學台大工程學刊 : $b 台大工程學刊
246 30 $a Tai da gong cheng xue kan
246 30 $a 台大工程學刊

245 00 $a Nanpō Kaiiki Kenkyū Sentō kiyō : $b Nankaiken kiyō.
245 00 $a 南方海域研究センター紀要 : $b 南海研紀要.
246 33 $a Nankaiken kiyō
246 33 $a 南海研紀要

245 00 $a Tan’guk Taehakkyo Kyŏngyŏng Yŏn’guso nonch’ong : $b Tandae Kyŏngyŏn nonch’ong. [made-up title]
12.1B3. In case of doubt that whether a corporate body’s name or an abbreviation of that name is part of the title proper, treat the name as such only if it is consistently so presented in various locations in the resource and/or as found in indexes, abstracts, or other sources.

12.1B4. If a resource is a separately published section of, or supplement to, another resource and its title proper as presented in the chief source of information consists of

a) the title common to all sections (or the title of the main resource

and

b) the title of the section or supplement

and if these two parts are grammatically independent of each other, give the common title followed by the section or supplement title preceded by a full stop. In such a case disregard the order in which the parts of the title proper are presented in the chief source of information.
12.1B5. If the title of such a section or supplement (see 12.1B4) is preceded by an enumeration or alphabetic designation, give the common title, followed by the designation, and the section or supplement title.

245 00 $a Sheng wu xue wen zhai. $n Di 3 fen ce. $p Wei sheng wu xue.
245 00 $a 生物学文摘. $n 第 3 分冊. $p 微生物学.

245 00 $a Hiroshima Daigaku Sōgō Kagakubu kiyō. $n 4, $p Kiso, kankyō kagaku kenkyū.
245 00 $a 広島大学総合科学部紀要. $n 4, $p 基礎・環境科学研究.

245 00 $a Shinki gakkō sotsugyō shūshokusha no shūshoku rishoku jōkyō chōsa kekka. $n Sono 1, $p Chūgakkō.
245 00 $a 新規学校卒業就職者の就職離職状況調査結果. $n その 1, $p 中学校.

245 00 $a Segye munmul kihaeng. $n Che 2-kwŏn, $p Yurŏp. [made-up title]
245 00 $a 세계 문물 기행. $n 제 2 권. $p 유럽. [made-up title]

12.1B7. For serials, if the title includes a date, name, number, etc., that varies from issue to issue, omit this date, name, number, etc., and replace it by the mark of omission, unless it occurs at the beginning of the title, in which case do not give the mark of omission.

245 00 $a Jiao yu bu … shi zheng bao gao
245 00 $a 教育部 … 施政報告
588 ## $a Description based on: 65 nian du [1976].
588 ## $a Description based on: 65 年度 [1976].

245 00 $a Xin yi xi fang wen lun xuan =$b Xinyi xifang wenlun xuan.
245 00 $a 新译西方文论选 =$b Xinyi xifang wenlun xuan.
588 ## $a Description based on: 2003.

245 00 $a Raten Amerika bunken mokuroku = $b Bibliografia de publicaciones japonesa sobre America Latina en …
245 00 $a ラテン・アメリカ文献目録 = $b Bibliografía de publicaciones japonesas sobre América Latina en …
588 ## $a Description based on: 1977-nen.
588 ## $a Description based on: 1977 年.

245 00 $a Yŏksŏ = $b The Korean almanac for …
245 00 $a 역서 = $b The Korean almanac for …
588 ## $a Description based on: 1980.

245 00 $a Haeoe esŏ pon … Han’guk kyŏngje.
245 00 $a 海外 埃 墹 ン… 朝鮮経済.


In record:

245 00 $a Chuyo mansŏng chirhwan kwalli saŏp chich’im.
245 00 $a 주요 만성 질환 관리 사업 지침.
588 ## $a Description based on: 2004-yŏndo.
588 ## $a Description based on: 2004 년도.

12.1B8. Change in title proper

a) Serials. If a major change in the title proper occurs, make a new description (see 21.2C). If a minor change occurs in the title proper on a subsequent issue or part, in general, give the later title in a note (see 12.7B4.2).

21.2. Changes in Titles Proper

21.2C. Serials

21.2C1. If a major change occurs in the title proper of a serial, make a new entry.

21.2C2. Definition of major and minor title changes for serials

a) Major changes. In general, consider as a major change in a title proper of a serial the addition, deletion, change, or reordering of any of the first five words (the first six words if the title begins with an article) unless the change belongs to one or more of the categories listed in 21.2C2b.

245 00 $a Zhongguo wu jia cheng zhen ju min, jia ting shou zhi diao cha tong ji nian jian.
245 00 $a 中国物价及城镇居民, 家庭收支调查统计年鉴.
785 00 $t Zhongguo jia ge jia cheng zhen ju min, jia ting shou zhi diao cha tong ji nian jian
785 00 $t 中国价格及城镇居民, 家庭收支调查统计年鉴

245 00 $a Zhongguo wen xue pai hang bang / $c "Beijing wen xue" yue kan she, Lao She wen yi ji jin hui zhu bian.
245 00 $a 中国文学排行榜 / $c 《北京文学》月刊社, 老舍文艺基金会主编.
785 00 $a Zhongguo wen xue zui xin zuo pin pai hang bang
785 00 $a 中国文学最新作品排行榜

245 00 $a Zi liao gong zuo tong xun = $b Ziliaogongzuotongxun.
245 00 $a 資料工作通讯 = $b Ziliaogongzuotongxun.
785 00 $a Qing bao zi liao gong zuo.
785 00 $a 情報資料工作.
Consider also as a major change the addition, deletion, or change of any word after the first five words (the first six words if the title begins with an article) that changes the meaning of the title or indicates a different subject matter.
245 00 $a Zhongguo xin xi chan ye nian jian. $p Dian zi juan = $b Yearbook of China information industry. $p Electronics.
245 00 $a 中国信息产业年鉴. $p 电子卷 = $b Yearbook of China information industry. $p Electronics.
780 00 $t Zhongguo xin xi chan ye nian jian (2005)
780 00 $t 中国信息产业年鉴 (2005)

Editor’s Note: A change after the first five words that does not change the subject matter is a minor change.

245 00 $a Zhongguo wai jing mao qi ye ming lu = $b Directory of foreign economic and trade enterprises of China / $c Dui wai mao yi jing ji he zuo bu wai jing mao zheng ce he fa zhan si, Guo ji shang bao she Beijing guo shuo jing gao gong si bian.
245 00 $a 中国外经贸企业名录 = $b Directory of foreign economic and trade enterprises of China / $c 对外贸易经济合作部外经贸政策和发展司, 国际商报社北京国商国际广告公司编.
246 1# $i Issues <2003/2004> have title: $a Zhongguo wai jing mao qi ye ming lu mao yi huang ye
246 1# $i Issues <2003/2004> have title: $a 中国外经贸企业名录贸易黄页

Also consider as a major change in title proper a change in a corporate body name given anywhere in the title if it is a different corporate body.

LC rule interpretations 21.2C. Serials. General guidelines: In applying category biii), if the change is in the name of a body that is part of the title proper and the change requires the creation of a new heading for the body (cf. 24.1C), consider such a change to be a major change.

245 00 $a Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu wei yuan hui ji kan.
245 00 $a 中国社会科学院学术委员会集刊.
710 2# $a Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan. $b Xue shu wei yuan hui.
710 2# $a 中国社会科学院. $b 学术委员会.
785 00 $t Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu zi xun wei yuan hui ji kan
780 00 $t 中国社会科学院学术咨询委员会集刊

245 00 $a Nörin Suisan Seisaku Kenkyūjo nenpō.
245 00 $a 農林水産政策研究所年報.
710 2# $a Nörin Suisan Seisaku Kenkyūjo (Japan)
710 2# $a 農林水産政策研究所 (Japan)
780 00 $t Nōgyō Sōgō Kenkyūjo nenpō
780 00 $t 農業総合研究所年報

245 00 $a Han’guk Chōngwŏn Hakhoe chi.
245 00 $a 韓國 庭苑 學會 誌.
710 2# $a Han’guk Chōngwŏn Hakhoe.
b) **Minor changes.** In general, consider the following to be a minor change in a title proper of a serial:

i) A difference in the representation of a word or words anywhere in the title (e.g., one spelling vs. another; abbreviated word or sign or symbol vs. spelled-out form; arabic numeral(s) vs. roman numeral(s); numbers or dates vs. spelled-out form; hyphenated words vs. unhyphenated words; one-word compounds vs. two-word compounds, whether hyphenated or not; an acronym or initialism vs. full form; or a change in grammatical form (e.g., singular vs. plural)).

ii) The addition, deletion, or change of articles, prepositions, or conjunctions anywhere in the title.

---

245 00 $a Han’guk Chōnt’ong Chogyŏng Hakhoe chi
785 00 $t 韓國傳統造景學會誌

245 00 $a Kukche Koryŏ Hakhoe nonmunjip = $b The journal of International Society for Korean Studies.
710 2# $a Kukche Koryŏ Hakhoe. $b Sŏul Chihoe.
710 2# $a 국제 고려 학회 논문집 = $b The journal of International Society for Korean Studies.
785 00 $t 국제 고려 학회 서울 지회 논문집

245 00 $a Zhongguo tu shu guan xue hui hui wu tong xun = $b Library Association of China newsletter.
245 00 $a 國際高麗學會學會通訊 = $b Library Association of China newsletter.
246 1# $i Issues for Feb. 1993-Dec. 2004 called: $a Zhongguo tu shu guan xue hui hui xun

245 00 $a 21-segi Han’guk munhak = $b Korean literature in the 21st century. [made-up title]
245 00 $a 21 세기 한국 문학 = $b Korean literature in the 21st century. [made-up title]
246 1# $i Issues for June 2002- called: $a Isip-ilsegi Han’guk munhak
246 1# $i Issues for June 2002- called: $a 이십일세기 한국 문학

245 00 $a Chihō kyōikuhi no chōsa hōkokusho.
245 00 $a 地方教育費の調査報告書.
246 13 $a Chihō kyōikuhi chōsa hōkokusho $f1983$- $f1983$-
iii) a difference involving the name of the same corporate body and elements of its hierarchy or their grammatical connection anywhere in the title (e.g., the addition, deletion, or rearrangement of the name of the same corporate body or the substitution of a variant form).

**LC rule interpretations:** In applying category b) iii), if the change is in the name of a body that is part of the title proper and the change requires the creation of a new heading for the body (cf. 24.1C), consider such a change to be a major change. Consider the presence or absence of the name or title of the official of the body to be a minor change. Consider the presence or absence of the body to whom a publication is presented to be a minor change.

**Major change:**

- 245 00 $a Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu wei yuan hui ji kan.
- 245 00 $a Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu wei yuan hui ji kan.
- 710 2$# $a Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan. $b Xue shu wei yuan hui.
- 710 2$# $a Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan. $b Xue shu wei yuan hui.
- 785 00 $t Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu zi xun wei yuan hui ji kan.
- 785 00 $t Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu zi xun wei yuan hui ji kan.
- 245 00 $s Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu zi xun wei yuan hui ji kan.
- 245 00 $s Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu zi xun wei yuan hui ji kan.
- 710 2$# $s Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan. $b Xue shu zi xun wei yuan hui.
- 710 2$# $s Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan. $b Xue shu zi xun wei yuan hui.
- 780 00 $s Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu wei yuan hui ji kan.
- 780 00 $s Zhongguo she hui ke xue yuan xue shu wei yuan hui ji kan.

iv) the addition, deletion, or change of punctuation, including initialisms and letters with separating punctuation vs. those without separating punctuation, anywhere in the title.

v) a different order of titles when the title is given in more than one language in the chief source of information, provided that the title chosen as title proper still appears as a parallel title.
vi) the addition, deletion, or change of words anywhere in the title that link the title to the numbering

vii) two or more titles proper used on different issues of a serial according to a regular pattern

viii) the addition to, deletion from, or change in the order of words in a list anywhere in the title, provided that there is no significant change in the subject matter

ix) the addition, deletion, or rearrangement anywhere in the title of words that indicate the type of resource such as “magazine,” “journal,” or “newsletter” or their equivalent in other languages. (*NOTE: A change of words from one type of resource to another is a major change.*)

**LC rule interpretations:** In applying category b) ix), note that the change from one word to another (e.g., the change from "magazine" to "journal") is a major change. The word "series" does indicate a type of resource. A word denoting frequency (e.g., "monthly") does not indicate a type of resource.

245 00 $a Zuo jia = $b Zuo jia.
245 00 $a 作家 = $b Zuo jia.
246 1# $i Issues for 2000- have title: $a Zuo jia za zhi
246 1# $i Issues for 2000- have title: $a 作家杂志

245 00 $a Saesidae ŭp’yōngnon chapchi. [made-up title]
245 00 $a 새시대의평론잡지. [made-up title]
246 1# $i Issues for 2006- called: $a Saesidae ŭp’yōngnon
246 1# $i Issues for 2006- called: $a 새시대의평론

245 00 $a Han’guk kyohoe sosik. [made-up title]
245 00 $a 한국교회소식. [made-up title]
246 1# $i Issues for Mar. 2006- called: $a Han’guk kyohoe
246 1# $i Issues for Mar. 2006- called: $a 한국교회

*Note: In the following examples, the addition of “lun wen ji” (collection), “Zusetsu” (illustrated), Wŏlgan (Monthly) are not considered words that indicate the type of resource.

245 00 $a Jian zhu shi = $b History of architecture
245 00 $a 建筑史 = $b History of architecture.
780 00 $t Jian zhu shi lun wen ji
780 00 $t 建筑史论文集

245 00 $a Zusetsu shokuryō, nōgyō, nōson hakusho sankō tōkeihyō.
245 00 $a 図説食料・農業・農村白書参考統計表.
780 00 $t Shokuryō, nōgyō, nōson hakusho sankō tōkeihyō
In case of doubt, consider the change to be a minor change. As appropriate, give, in the note area (see 12.7B4.2), those changes not considered to constitute a major change in the title proper. Make added entries as instructed in 21.30J1.

245 00 $a Shandong Sheng nong cun tong ji nian jian.
245 00 $a 山东省农村统计年鉴.
246 1# $i Some issues have title: $a Shandong nong cun tong ji nian jian
246 1# $i Some issues have title: $a 山东农村统计年鉴
500 ## $a Title varies slightly.

12.1D Parallel title

LC rule interpretations 12.1D. CONSER standard and minimal record practice: It is not required to transcribe a parallel title appearing on the serial issue used as the basis of the description in the title and statement of responsibility area; record it in a 246 field. If an existing record or data supplied by external sources has a parallel title in the title and statement of responsibility area, don’t delete it.

245 00 $a Jing ji jing ying yan jiu.
245 00 $a 经济经营研究
246 11 $a Economics today

245 00 $a Nikkei keizai kiji no yomikata.
245 00 $a 日経経済記事の読み方.
246 11 $a How to read the Nikkei economic articles

245 00 $a P’eminisùt’ù chōnl ip’ù.
245 00 $a 페미니스트 저널 이프.
246 11 $a Feminist journal If

12.1D1 Transcribe parallel titles as instructed in 1.1D.

1.1D2. In preparing a second-level description (see 1.0D2), give the first parallel title. Give any subsequent parallel title that is in English.

If, in preparing a second-level description, all of the following conditions apply:
a) the title proper is in a nonroman script
b) the first parallel title recorded in accordance with the instructions in the preceding paragraph is in a nonroman script
c) no title is in English
give as the second parallel title the one that is (in order of preference) in French, German, Spanish, Latin, any other roman alphabet language.

CONSER Cataloging Manual 6.4.2. : Recording parallel titles: …Give an added entry for each parallel title that is transcribed in the title statement.

245 00 $a Monthly economic survey = $b Ying wen jing ji yue xun
245 00 $a Monthly economic survey = $b 英文經濟月訊
246 11 $a Ying wen jing ji yue xun
246 11 $a 英文經濟月訊

245 00 $a Di ming zhi shi = $b Diming zhishi = Place names
245 00 $a 地名知识 = $b Diming zhishi = Place names
246 11 $a Diming zhishi
246 11 $a Place names

245 00 $a Guilin Diqu jing ji tong ji nian jian = $b Gui lin di qu jing ji tong ji nian jian = Economic and statistical yearbook of Guilin District
245 00 $a 桂林地区经济统计年鉴 = $b Gui lin di qu jing ji tong ji nian jian = Economic and statistical yearbook of Guilin District
246 11 $a Economic and statistical yearbook of Guilin District
246 11 $a Gui lin di qu jing ji tong ji nian jian

245 00 $a Gannan shi fan xue bao = $b Gannan shifan xueyuan xuebao = Journal of Gannan Teachers College.
245 00 $a 赣南师范学院学报 = $b Gannan shifan xueyuan xuebao = Journal of Gannan Teachers College.
246 31 $a Gannan shifan xueyuan xuebao
246 11 $a Journal of Gannan Teachers College.

245 00 $a Wuhan da xue xue bao. $p Li xue ban = $b Journal of Wuhan University. $p Natural science edition.
245 00 $a 武漢大學學報. $p 理学版 = $b Journal of Wuhan University. $p Natural science edition.

245 00 $a Keizai keiei kenkyû = $b Economics today
245 00 $a 经济经营研究 = $b Economics today
246 11 $a Economics today

245 00 $a Gaikô jihô = $b Revue diplomatique.
12.1D2. If, in the case of a resource with a title proper made up of a title common to a number of sections and a section title, the common title has a parallel title and the section title has a parallel title, give the common title and the section title that make up the title proper followed by the parallel common title and the parallel section title (see 12.1B4).

245 00 $a Wuhan da xue xue bao. $p Ren wen ke xue ban = $b Wuhan University Journal. $p Humanity sciences.
245 00 $a 武漢大學學報. $p 人文科學版 = $b Wuhan University Journal. $p Humanity sciences.

245 00 $a 武漢大學學報. $p 哲學社會科學版 = $b Wuhan University journal. $p Philosophy & social sciences = Wuhan daxue xuebao. $p Zhexue shehui kexue ban.

245 00 $a Chan wu bao yan ye wu tong ji nian bao. $p Huo wu hai shang xian tong ji biao = $b Annual report of property insurance, Republic of China. Statistical tables of cargo marine insurance

245 00 $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku jinbun kiyō. $n Dai 2-rui, $p Gogaku, bungaku = $b The humanities. Section II, $p Languages and literature.

245 00 $a 中外文學 = $b Chung-wai literary monthly.

245 00 $a 中外文學 = $b Chung-wai literary monthly.


245 00 $a 吾好 ハガシ Jōhō Gakkai zasshi = $b Japanese journal of medical imaging and information sciences.

12.1D3. Change in parallel title
a) Serials. If a parallel title is added, deleted, or changed on a subsequent issue or part, make a note if the change is considered to be important (See 12.7B5.2).

245 00 $a Zhong wai wen xue = $b Chung-wai literary monthly.

245 00 $a 中外文學 = $b Chung-wai literary monthly.

246 1# $i Issues for Aug. 1992- have English title: $a Chung-wai literary quarterly
12.1E Other title information

**LC rule interpretations 12.1E** : CONSER standard record practice: It is not required to record, in the title and statement of responsibility area, other title information appearing on the serial issue used as the basis of the description. Always record an acronym or initialism of the title proper in a 246 field. Other title information which is not an acronym or initialism may be recorded in the 246 field if considered important for access. If an existing record or data supplied by external sources has other title information in the title and statement of responsibility area, do not delete it.

CONSER minimal record practice: If authority records are not being created or maintained for a person or body named in a statement of responsibility embedded in other title information on the serial issue, transcribe that other title information in the title and statement of responsibility area. Otherwise, follow the guidelines for the standard record above.

CONSER Standard Record Documentation (MAP) : Use indicator 1 [blank] for all other variant titles, including acronyms/initialisms. Use indicator 1 [blank] and $i anytime a note is needed for a variant title including the need to provide applicable data ranges for additional parallel titles that appear on the later issues. ... In general, it is not requested to provide information on the source of the variant title

12.1E1. Transcribe other title information as instructed in 1.1E if considered to be important. Always transcribe or supply other title information if it falls within one of the categories below.

a) If an acronym or initialism of the title appears in the chief source of information with the full form of the title, transcribe the acronym or initialism as other title information.

On chief source: Asahi Shimbun extra report and analysis AERA.
In record:
245 00 $a Asahi Shimbun extra report and analysis : $b AERA.
246 13 $a AERA

**CSR:**
245 00 $a Asahi Shimbun extra report and analysis.
246 1# $a AERA
b) If a statement of responsibility or the name of a publisher, distributor, etc., is an integral part of the other title information, transcribe it as such.

245 00 $a Fa lü ke xue : $b Xi bei zheng fa xue yuan xue bao.
245 00 $a 法律科學 : $b 西北政法学院学报
245 00 $a Biyō : $b Tokugawa Bijutsukan ronshū.
245 00 $a 尾陽 : $b 徳川 美術館 論集.
245 00 $a Cho Chǒngwŏn sŏlgye : $b Han’guk Chǒngwŏn Hakhoe chi. [made-up title]
245 00 $a 庭苑 設計 : $b 韓國 庭苑 學會 誌. [made-up title]

c) If the title proper consists solely of the name of a corporate body, conference, etc., supply a brief addition in the language of the title proper as other title information to explain the title (see 1.1E6).

245 10 $a Zhongguo hua yao qing zhan : $b [mu lu].
245 10 $a 中国画邀请展 : $b [目錄].
245 10 $a 日伯現代美術展 : $b [図録] = Exposição de Belas Artes Brasil-Japão : [catalogo].
245 00 $a Sŏul Kukche P’anhwâ Piennare Chakp’umjip : $b [mongnok].
245 00 $a 서울 국제 판화 비엔나레 작품집 : $b [목록].

Do not transcribe other title information that consists solely of words relating to the currency of the contents or the frequency of updating.

If other title information has not been transcribed in the title and statement of responsibility area, give it in a note (see 12.7B6.1) or ignore it.
12.1E2. Change in other title information

a) Serials. If other title information has been recorded in the title and statement of responsibility area and that information changes on a subsequent issue or part, make a note if the change is considered to be important (see 12.7B6.2).

245 00 $a Saishin nenkan chingin shōyo no jittai : $b zenkoku shuyō kigyō no suijun to kakushabetsu ichiran.
245 00 $a 最新年間賃金・賞与の実態 : $b 全国主要企業の水準と各社別一覧.
246 3# $a Saishin nenkan chingin shōyo no jittai : $b shuyō chūken chūshō kigyō to kakushabetsu ichiran $f 1997-2000
246 3# $a 最新年間賃金・賞与の実態 : $b 主要、中堅、中小企業の水準と各社別一覧 $f 1997-2000
246 3# $a Saishin nenkan chingin shōyo no jittai : $b shokushō, nenrei pointo-betsu ni mita nenshū suijun no sógō dētashū $f 2001-2003
246 3# $a 最新年間賃金・賞与の実態 : $b 職掌・年齢ポイント別にみた年収水準の総合データ集 $f 2001-2003

12.1F. Statements of responsibility

LC rule interpretations 12.1F. CONSER standard record practice: It is not required to record a statement of responsibility appearing on the serial issue used as the basis of the description in the title and statement of responsibility area or in a note. Give the responsible person/corporate body(ies) as access point(s) in field(s) 7XX. If an existing record or data supplied by external sources has a statement of responsibility in the title and statement of responsibility area or in a note, don’t delete it.

CONSER minimal record practice: If authority records are not being created or maintained for the access point(s) in field(s) 7XX made for a person or body(ies) named in a statement of responsibility, transcribe the statement of responsibility in the title and statement of responsibility area or in a note. Otherwise, follow the guidelines for the standard record above.

12.1F1. Transcribe statements of responsibility relating to persons or bodies as instructed in 1.1F.

1.1F1. Transcribe statements of responsibility appearing prominently in the item in the form in which they appear there. If a statement of responsibility is taken from a source other than the chief source of information, enclose it in square brackets.

245 00 $a Jiujiang jing ji tong ji nian jian = $b Economic statistics yearbook of Jiujiang / $c Jiujiang Shi tong ji ju bian.
245 00 $a 九江经济统计年鉴 = $b Economic statistics yearbook of Jiujiang / $c 九江市统计局编.

CSR:
245 00 $a Jiujiang jing ji tong ji nian jian.
245 00 $a 九江经济统计年鉴.
246 11 $a Economic statistics yearbook of Jiu jiang
710 1# $a Jiujiang (Jiangxi Sheng, China). $b Tong ji ju.
710 1# $a 九江 (Jiangxi Sheng, China). $b 统计局.

245 00 $a Zhongguo yi yao nian jian / $c "Zhongguo yi yao nian jian" bian wei hui bian.
245 00 $a 中国医药年鉴 / $c 《中国医药年鉴》编委会编.

CSR:
245 00 $a Zhongguo yi yao nian jian / $c "Zhongguo yi yao nian jian" bian wei hui bian.
245 00 $a 中国医药年鉴 / $c 《中国医药年鉴》编委会编.
710 2# $a "Zhongguo yi yao nian jian" bian wei hui.
710 2# $a 《中国医药年鉴》编委会.

Editor’s note: See LCRI 12.1F CONSER minimal record practice.

245 00 $a Zhongguo huo zai tong ji nian jian = $b Fire statistical yearbook of China / $c Gong an bu xiao fang ju bian.
245 00 $a 中国火灾统计年鉴 = $b Fire statistical yearbook of China / $c 公安部消防局编.

CSR:
245 00 $a Zhongguo huo zai tong ji nian jian.
245 00 $a 中国火灾统计年鉴.
246 11 $a Fire statistical yearbook of China
710 1# $a China. $b Xiao fang ju.
710 1# $a China. $b 消防局.

245 00 $a Suihua Shi nian jian / $c [Suihua Shi di fang zhi bian wei yuan hui bian zuan].
245 00 $a 绥化市年鉴 / $c [绥化市地方志编纂委员会编纂].

CSR:
245 00 $a Suihua Shi nian jian.
245 00 $a 绥化市年鉴.
710 2# $a Suihua Shi di fang zhi bian wei yuan hui.
710 2# $a 绥化市地方志编纂委员会.

245 00 $a Shiga-ken chihōshi kenkyū kiyō /$c Shiga-ken Chihōshi Kenkyūka Renrakukai hen.
245 00 $a 滋賀県地方史研究紀要 / $c 滋賀県地方史研究家連絡会編.

CSR:
245 00 $a Shiga-ken chihōshi kenkyū kiyō.
245 00 $a 滋賀県地方史研究紀要.
710 2# $a Shiga-ken Chihōshi Kenkyūka Renrakukai.
710 2# $a 滋賀県地方史研究家連絡会.
245 00 $a Han’guk kündae munhak yŏn’gu / $c Han’guk Kündae Munhakhoe.
245 00 $a 한국 근대 문학 연구 /$c 한국 근대 문학회.

**CSR:**
245 00 $a Han’guk kündae munhak yŏn’gu.
245 00 $a 한국 근대 문학 연구.
710 2# $a Han’guk kündae Munhakhoe.
710 2# $a 한국 근대 문학회.

245 00 $a Han’guk sahoe pokchi yŏn’gam / $c Han’guk Pokchi Yŏn’guhoe p’yŏn.
245 00 $a 한국 사회복지 연감 / $c 한국 복지 연구회 편.

**CSR:**
245 00 $a Han’guk sahoe pokchi yŏn’gam.
245 00 $a 한국 사회복지 연감.
710 2# $a Han’guk Pokchi Yŏn’guhoe.
710 2# $a 한국 복지 연구회 편.

12.1F2. If a statement of responsibility is transcribed, in full or in abbreviated form, as part of the title proper or other title information, do not give a further statement of responsibility unless such a statement appears separately in the chief source of information.

245 00 $a Guo li zhong yang tu shu guan guan kan.
245 00 $a 國立中央圖書館館刊.
710 2# $a Guo li zhong yang tu shu guan.
710 2# $a 國立中央圖書館.

245 00 $a Jiangxi jiao yu xue yuan xue bao.
245 00 $a 江西敎育学院学報.
710 2# $a Jiangxi jiao yu xue yuan.
710 2# $a 江西敎育學院.

245 00 $a Zhonghua fo xue yan jiu.
245 00 $a 中華佛學研究.
710 2# $a Zhonghua fo xue yan jiu suo.
710 2# $a 中華佛學研究所.

245 00 $a Bulletin of the Ancient Orient Museum = $b Kodai Oriento Hakubutsukan kiyō.
245 00 $a Bulletin of the Ancient Orient Museum = $b 古代オリエント博物館紀要.
710 2# $a Kodai Oriento Hakubutsukan (Tokyo, Japan).
710 2# $a 古代オリエント博物館 (Tokyo, Japan).
245 00  $a Kane : $b Hitotsubashi Daigaku Fuzoku Toshokan hō.
245 00  $a 鐘 : $b 一橋大学附属図書館報.
710 2#  $a Hitotsubashi Daigaku. $b Toshokan.
710 2#  $a 一橋大学. $b 図書館.

245 00  $a Kiihatsu to kenshū.
245 00  $a 開発と研修.
260  ##  $a Tōkyō : $b Tōkyō-to Sōgō Ginō Kiihatsu Kenschūjo
260  ##  $a 東京 : $b 東京都総合技能開発研修所
710 2#  $a Tōkyō-to Sōgō Ginō Kiihatsu Kenschūjo.
710 2#  $a 東京都総合技能開発研修所.

245 00  $a Taegu Taehak nonmunjip.
245 00  $a 大邱 大學 論文集.
710 2#  $a Taegu Taehak.
710 2#  $a 大邱 大學.

245 00  $a Taehan Chaehwal Ŭihakhoe chi = $b The journal of Korean Academy of Rehabilitation Medicine.
245 00  $a 大韓 再活 醫學會 誌.
710 2#  $a Taehan Chaehwal Ŭihakhoe.
710 2#  $a 大韓 再活 醫學會.

245 00  $a Han’guk In’gu Hakhoe chi = $b The journal of the Population Association of Korea.
245 00  $a 韓國 人口 學會 誌 = $b The journal of the Population Association of Korea.
710 2#  $a Han’guk In’gu Hakhoe.
710 2#  $a 韓國 人口 學會.

12.1F3 Editors

a) **Serials.** Do not record as statements of responsibility statements relating to persons who are editors. If a statement relating to an editor is considered necessary by the cataloguing agency, give it in a note (see 12.7B7.1).

245 00  $a Wen yi zhen di.
245 00  $a 文藝陣地.
500  ##  $a Editor: 1938- Mao Dun.
700 1#  $a Mao, Dun, $d 1896-
700 1#  $a 茅盾, $d 1896-

245 00  $a Nihon no fūzoku
245 00  $a 日本の風俗
500  ##  $a Edited by Tamura Eitarō.
700 1#  $a Tamura, Eitarō, $d 1893-1969.
12.1F5. Change in statements of responsibility

a) Serials. If a person or body recorded in a statement of responsibility is added or deleted on a subsequent issue or part and this change does not require a new description (see 21.3B), give the name of the later person or body in a note or make a note of the deletion (see 12.7B7.2). If the change is only in the presentation of the name of the person or body, make a note if the change is considered to be important.

245 00 $a Zhongguo xian dai hua bao gao / $c Zhongguo xian dai hua bao gao ke ti zu.
245 00 $a 中国现代化报告 / $c 中国现代化报告课题组.
550 ## $a Compiled by: Zhongguo xian dai hua zhan lue yan jiu zu ke ti zu, 2002- ;
Zhongguo ke xue yuan Zhongguo xian dai hua yan jiu zhong xin, 2003-
710 2# $a Zhongguo xian dai hua bao gao ke ti zu.
710 2# $a 中国现代化报告课题组.
710 2# $a Zhongguo xian dai hua zhan lue yan jiu ke ti zu.
710 2# $a 中国现代化战略研究课题组.
710 2# $a Zhongguo ke xue yuan. $b Zhongguo xian dai hua yan jiu zhong xin.
710 2# $a 中国科学院. $b 中国现代化研究中心.

CSR:
245 00 $a Zhongguo xian dai hua bao gao.
245 00 $a 中国现代化报告.
710 2# $a Zhongguo xian dai hua bao gao ke ti zu.
710 2# $a 中国现代化报告课题组.
710 2# $a Zhongguo xian dai hua zhan lue yan jiu ke ti zu.
710 2# $a 中国现代化战略研究课题组.
710 2# $a Zhongguo ke xue yuan. $b Zhongguo xian dai hua yan jiu zhong xin.
710 2# $a 中国科学院. $b 中国现代化研究中心.

245 00 $a Shūkyō nenkan.
245 00 $a 宗教年鉴.
260 ## $a Tōkyō : $b Ōkurashō Insatsukyoku
260 ## $a 東京 : $b 大蔵省印刷局
550 ## $a Vols. for 1953/54-1967 issued by: Monbushō; 1968- by: Bunkachō
710 1# $a Japan. $b Monbushō.
710 1# $a Japan. $b 文部省.
710 1# $a Japan. $b Bunkachō.
710 1# $a Japan. $b 文化庁.

**CSR:**

245 00 $a Shūkyō nenkan.
245 00 $a 宗教年鑑.
710 1# $a Japan. $b Monbushō.
710 1# $a Japan. $b 文部省.
710 1# $a Japan. $b Bunkachō.
710 1# $a Japan. $b 文化庁.

245 00 $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku jinbun kiyō. $n Dai 1-rui, $p Tetsugaku, shakai kagaku = $b Journal of the Yokohama National University. $p The humanities. $n Section I, $p Philosophy and social sciences.
245 00 $a 横浜国立大学人文紀要. $n 第1類, $p 哲学社会科学 = $b Journal of the Yokohama National University. $p The humanities. $n Section I, $p Philosophy and social sciences.
260 ## $a 横浜市 : $b 横浜国立大学学芸学部, $c 昭和 27 [1952]-平成 9 [1997]
710 2# $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku. $b Gakugei Gakubu.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 学芸学部.
710 2# $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku. $b Kyōiku Gakubu.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 教育学部.
710 2# $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku. $b Kyōiku Ningen Kagakubu.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 教育人間科学部.

**CSR:**

245 00 $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku jinbun kiyō. $n Dai 1-rui, $p Tetsugaku, shakai kagaku = $b Journal of the Yokohama National University. $p The humanities. $n Section I, $p Philosophy and social sciences.
245 00 $a 横浜国立大学人文紀要. $n 第1類, $p 哲学社会科学 = $b Journal of the Yokohama National University. $p The humanities. $n Section I, $p Philosophy and social sciences.
24611 $a Journal of the Yokohama National University. $p The humanities. $n Section I, $p Philosophy and social sciences.
245 00 $a 横浜国立大学人文紀要. $n 第1類, $p 哲学社会科学 = $b Journal of the Yokohama National University. $p The humanities. $n Section I, $p Philosophy and social sciences.
24611 $a Journal of the Yokohama National University. $p The humanities. $n Section I, $p Philosophy and social sciences.
710 2# $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku. $b Gakugei Gakubu.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 学芸学部.
710 2# $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku. $b Kyōiku Gakubu.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 教育学部.
710 2# $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku. $b Kyōiku Ningen Kagakubu.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 教育人間科学部.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 教育学部.
710 2# $a Yokohama Kokuritsu Daigaku. $b Kyōiku Ningen Kagakubu.
710 2# $a 横浜国立大学. $b 教育人間科学部.

245 00 $a Munhwa sahak.
245 00 $a 문화 사학.
260 ## $a Seoul, Korea : $b Han’guk Munhwasa Yŏn’guhoe, $c 1994-
260 ## $a Seoul, Korea : $b 韓國 文化史 研究會, $c 1994-
550 ## $a Vols. For 1995- issued by Han’guk Munhwasa Hakhoe.
710 2# $a Han’guk Munhwasa Yŏn’guhoe.
710 2# $a 韓國 文化史 研究會.
710 2# $a Han’guk Munhwasa Hakhoe.
710 2# $a 韓國 文化史 學會.

CSR:
245 00 $a Munhwa sahak.
245 00 $a 문화 사학.
710 2# $a Han’guk Munhwasa Yŏn’guhoe.
710 2# $a 韓國 文化史 研究會.
710 2# $a Han’guk Munhwasa Hakhoe.
710 2# $a 韓國 文化史 學會.

12.2. EDITION AREA

12.2B1.

a) Serials. If an edition statement belongs to one of the types below, transcribe it as instructed in 1.2B. (See also 12.2B2)

i) local edition statements

245 10 $a Fujian hua bao = $b Fujian pictorial.
245 10 $a 福建画报 = $b Fujian pictorial.
250 ## $a Hai wai ban.
250 ## $a 海外版.

245 00 $a J.P.S. kokusai tsūshin.
245 00 $a J.P.S. 国際通信.
250 ## $a Amerika, Nishi Yōroppa-ban.
250 ## $a アメリカ・西ヨーロッパ版.

ii) special interest edition statement
iii) special format or physical presentation statements

245 00 $a Rekkoku kokusei nenkan / $c "Kokusei Gurafu" Henshūbu.
245 00 $a 列国勢年鑑 / $c 「國勢グラフ」編輯部.
250 ## $a Kogataban.
250 ## $a 小型版.

245 00 $a Han’guk Noch’ong ch’ukswaep’an.
245 00 $a 한국 노총 축쇄판.
250 ## $a Ch’ukswaep’an.
250 ## $a 축쇄판.

245 00 $a Ch’ungbuktae sinmun = $b The Chung Buk National University Press.
245 00 $a 忠北大 新聞 = $b The Chung Buk National University Press.
250 ## $a Ch’ukswaep’an.
250 ## $a 축쇄판.

iv) language edition statements

245 00 $a Chū-Nichi bunka.
245 00 $a 中日文化.
250 ## $a Nichibunban.
250 ## $a 日文版.

v) reprint or reissue statements indicating a reissue or revision of the serial as a whole.

245 00 $a Chūgai Bukka shinpō.
245 00 $a 中外物価新報.
250 ## $a Fukkokuban.
250 ## $a 復刻版.

12.3. NUMBERING AREA

**LC rule interpretations. 12.3. CONSER standard and minimal record practice:** It is not required to give numbering in a formatted note (362 field, with indicators 0#) if the description is based on the first and/or last issue(s).

[Note: LCRI 12.3B1 through LCRI 12.3G have been removed with the revision of LCRI 12.3. For those libraries wishing to give numbering in a formatted field (362 0#), the LCRI s will remain available for consultation in past issues of Cataloging Service Bulletin and in the CONSER Cataloging Manual.]

**CONSER Standard Record Documentation (MAP):** Use unformatted 362 (1st indicator 1, “Began…” to supply numbering/dates of publication whenever this information is available, regardless of weather the first/last issue(s) are in hand or not.

362 1# $a Began in 1979.

362 1# $a Ceased with 第 36 卷第 6 期, published in Nov. 2007
362 1# $a Ceased with di 36 juan di 6 qi, published in Nov. 2007

362 1# $a Began with Sept. 2003.


362 1# $a Began with Di 1 juan di 1 qi (Minguo 45 nian 8 yue 20 ri [Aug. 20, 1966]);
  ceased with di 8 juan di 6 qi (Minguo 49 nian 9 yue 20 ri [Sept. 20, 1960]).
362 0# $a Began with 第 1 卷第 1 期(民國 45 年 8 月 20 日 [Aug. 20, 1966]); ceased
  with 第 8 卷第 6 期 (民國 49 年 9 月 20 日 [Sept. 20, 1960]).

362 1# $a Began with No. 1 (Shōwa 36.7 [July 1961]); ceased with no. 537 (Heisei 18.3
  [Mar. 2006]).
362 1# $a Began with No. 1 (昭和 36.7 [July 1961]); ceased with no. 537 (平成 18.3
  [Mar. 2006]).

362 1# $a Began with: che 10-chip.
362 1# $a Began with: 제 10 집.

12.3B. Numeric and/or alphabetic designation

12.3B1. Give the numeric and/or alphabetic designation of the first and/or last issue or part of a
serial in the same terms, but not necessarily with the same punctuation, used in that issue or part.
Use abbreviations as instructed in appendix B and numerals as instructed in appendix C. In
describing a facsimile or other reprint, give the numeric and/or alphabetic designation of the
original. For serials that have ceased publication, see 12.3F.

362 0# $a Di 1 ji-
  362 0# $a 第 1 輯-

362 0# $a 1984 nian 12 yue-
  362 0# $a 1984 年 12 月-

362 0# $a Beijing xin 1 ji-
  362 0# $a 北京新 1 辑-

362 0# $a Di 1 hao-
  362 0# $a 第 1 号-
When the first issue bears wording implying “first”, such as “premier issue,” in addition to numbering, prefer to give the numbering because words such as these are not likely to continue as numeric designations on subsequent issues. If words such as “premier issue” have been recorded because there was no number or date on the first issue, supply numbering once it appears on subsequent issues according to 12.3D1.

On chief source: 创刊号
362 0# $a Chuang kan hao-
362 0# $a 创刊号-

On chief source: 创刊号 May 1989
362 0# $a May 1989-
515 ## $a Issue for May 1989 called also “chuang kan hao”.
515 ## $a Issue for May 1989 called also “创刊号”.

On chief source: 创刊号 1985 1
362 0# $a 1985, 1-
515 ## $a Issue for 1985, 1 called also “chuang kan hao”.
515 ## $a Issue for 1985, 1 called also “创刊号”.

362 0# $a 1994 nian 3 yue-
362 0# $a 1994 年 3 月-
515 ## $a Issue for Mar. 1994 called also: “chuang kan hao”.
515 ## $a Issue for Mar. 1994 called also: “創刊号”.

362 0# $a [Dai 1-gō] (1993.3)-
362 0# $a [第 1 号] (1993.3)-
515 ## $a First issue lacks numbering and is called "sōkangō”.
515 ## $a First issue lacks numbering and is called "創刊号”.
588 ## $a Latest issue consulted: Dai 14-gō (2006.3).

362 1# $a Began with Sept. 2003.
515 ## $a Issues for <Oct. 2003> called also <chuang kan 2 hao->.
515 ## $a Issues for <Oct. 2003> called also <創刊 2 號->.
588 ## $a Description based on: 2 (Oct. 2003).

362 0# $a Dai 1-gō (Heisei 2-nen [1990])-  
362 0# $a 第 1 号 (平成 2 年[1990])-  
515 ## $a Issue for 1990 called also “sōkangō”.
515 ## $a Issue for 1990 called also “創刊号”.

Later on if a library has the first issue, the above record may be revised to delete the “Description based on” note and revised the 362 field to read:

362 0# $a [1] (Sept. 2003)-  
515 ## $a Issue for Sept. 2003 lacks numbering and is called chuang kan hao which is preceded by an issue called chuang kan qian hao published in Aug. 2003.
515 ## $a Issue for Sept. 2003 lacks numbering and is called 創刊号 which is preceded by an issue called 創刊前号 published in Aug. 2003.

If the sequence of numbering is continued from a previous serial, give the numbering of the first issue or part of the serial represented by the new description.

245 00 $a Min zhong qing nian
245 00 $a 民中青年
362 0# $a 10 (Minguo 62 nian 6 yue [June 1973])-  
362 0# $a 民國 62 年 6 月[June 1973])-  
780 00 $t Sheng min zhong qing nian
780 00 $t 省民中青年

245 00 $a Nōgaku shinpo nenpō
245 00 $a 農學進歩年報
362 0# $a Dai 28-gō (Shōwa 56-nen 1-gatsu 6-nichi [Jan. 6, 1981])-
362 0# $a 第 28 号 (昭和 56 年 1 月 6 日 [Jan. 6, 1981])- 780 00 $t Nihon nōgaku shinpō nenpō
780 00 $t 日本農学進歩年報

245 00 $a Journal of MMIJ : $b Journal of the Mining and Materials Processing Institute of Japan.
362 0# $a Vol. 123, no. 1 (Jan. 2007)- 780 00 $t Shigen to sozai
780 00 $t 資源と素材

245 00 $a Kapa @ p’oröm.
245 00 $a Kapa @ 포럼.
362 0# $a Che 89-ho-
362 0# $a 제 89 호-
780 00 $t Han’guk Haengjöng Hakhoe sosik
780 00 $t 한국 행정 학회 소식

245 00 $a Pusan Susan Taehak yōn’gu pogo. $p Sahoe kwhak p’yōn = $b Bulletin of Pusan Fisheries College. $p Part, Social sciences.
245 00 $a 釜山 水産 大學 研究 報告. $p 社會 科學 篇 = $b Bulletin of Pusan Fisheries College. $p Part, Social sciences.
362 0# $a Che 6-kwön che 2-ho (1965-yōn 12- wōl)-
362 0# $a 第 6 巻 第 2 號 (1965 年 12 月)-
780 01 $t Pusan Susan Taehak yōn’gu pogo (1964)
780 01 $t 釜山 水産 大學 研究 報告 (1964)

245 00 $a Sungsil Taehakkyo nonmunjip. $p Inmun kwhak p’yōn = $b Soong Sil University essays and papers. $n Part I, $p Humanities.
245 00 $a 崇實 大學校 論文集. $p 人文 科學篇 = $b Soong Sil University essays and papers. $n Part I, $p Humanities.
362 0# $a Che 16-chip (1986)-
362 0# $a 第 16 輯 (1986)-
780 00 $t Sungjōn Taehakkyo nonmunjip. Inmun kwhak p’yōn
780 00 $t 崇田 大學校 論文集. 人文 科學篇

12.3C. Chronological designation

12.3C1. If the first and/or last issue or part of a serial is identified by a chronological designation, give it in the same terms, but not necessarily with the same punctuation, used in that issue or part. Use abbreviations as instructed in appendix B and numerals as instructed in appendix C. For serials that have ceased publication, see 12.3F.

362 0# $a 1990-
Choosing the Chronological Designation: When choosing the chronological designation, considering the type of date(s) given on the item. The chronological designation may represent the approximate time of publication (e.g., the May 1990 issue of a monthly), the coverage of the contents (e.g., fiscal year 1990), or the date of a meeting or event. An identifying date that reflects the publishing of the serial may be used as a chronological designation when there is no numeric designation to identify each issue and the publication is more likely to bear a formal chronological designation on subsequent issues; if the date is a copyright date, supply a chronological designation based on that date but do not use the copyright date as such. Also see 12.3D.

If more than one expression of a chronological designation is given, prefer a designation given in the title proper and give a note if the coverage is different. For publications of events when both a general date (e.g., year alone) and a specific date are given, prefer the general date. If more
than one presentation of the designation is given in or with the title proper, prefer the most
concise presentation. (See also LCRI 12.3.)

On piece: 中華民國 83 年內政統計提要 Statistical abstract of interior of the Republic of China,
1994

In record:

245 00 $a Zhonghua Minguo ... nei zheng tong ji ti yao = $b Statistical abstract of
interior of the Republic of China / $c Nei zheng bu bian yin.
245 00 $a 中華民國 ... 內政統計提要 = $b Statistical abstract of interior of the
Republic of China / $c 內政部編印.
362 0# $a Minguo 83 nian (1994)-
362 0# $a 民國 83 年 (1994)-
515 ## $a Reports for Minguo 83 nian (1994)- cover: Minguo 82 nian (1993)-
515 ## $a Reports for 民國 83 年 (1994)- cover: 民國 82 年 (1993)-

245 00 $a Kōreiha no jōkyō oyobi kōrei shakai taisaku no jisshi no jōkyō ni kansuru nenji
hōkoku ; Heisei ... -nendo ni oite kōjiyō to suru kōrei shakai taisaku. $p Gaiyō :
$kōrei shakai hakusho.
245 00 $a 高齢化の状況及び高齢社会対策の実施の状況に関する年次報告 ; 平成...
年度において講じようとする高齢社会対策.$p 概要 : $b 高齢社会白書.
515 ## $a "Heisei ... -nendo ni oite kōjiyō to suru kōrei shakai taisaku" covers the
next fiscal year.

245 00 $a Cheju kyōngje hyŏnhwang.
245 00 $a 濟州 經濟 現況
515 ## $a Each issue covers previous six years.
588 ## $a Description based on: 1988.

245 00 $a Kagye chosa yŏnbo = $b Annual report on the household income and
expenditure survey.
245 00 $a 가계 조사 연보 = $b Annual report on the household income and expenditure
survey.
362 0# $a 2004-
515 ## $a Report covers fiscal year.

LC rule interpretations 12.3C1.

Multiple Dates: When the chronological designation consists of multiple dates, each of which is
associated with a different aspect of the title (e.g., 1990 report and 1991 forecast), use the first
date as the chronological designation and make a note explaining the second date.

On source: 1990 回顧與 1991 前瞻
In record:

245 00 $a ... hui gu yu ... qian zhan.
245 00 $a ... 回顾 ... 前瞻.
362 0# $a 1990-
515 ## $a Includes preview for the following year.

12.3C2. If the chronological designation includes dates not of the Gregorian or Julian calendar, add the corresponding dates of the Gregorian or Julian calendar in square brackets.

362 0# $a Minguo 86 nian [1997]-
362 0# $a 民國 86 年[1997]-

362 0# $a Shōwa 53-nenban [1978]-
362 0# $a 昭和 53 年版[1978]-

362 0# $a No. 1 (Shōwa 36.7 [July 1961])-no. 537 (Heisei 18.3 [Mar. 2006]).
362 0# $a No. 1 (昭和 36.7 [July 1961])-no. 537 (平成 18.3 [Mar. 2006]).

362 0# $a Tan’gi 4293 [1960]-Tan’gi 4297 [1964].
362 0# $a 檀紀 4293 [1960]- 檀紀 4297 [1964].

362 0# $a Che 1-kwŏn 1-ho (Tan’gi 4287-yŏn [1954])-che 4-kwŏn 11-ho (Tan’gi 4290-yŏn [1957]).
362 0# $a 제 1 권 1 호 (단기 4287 년 [1954])-제 4 권 11 호 (단기 4290 년 [1957]).

362 0# $a Che 1-ho (Yunghŭi 2-yŏn 10-wŏl [Oct. 1908])-
362 0# $a 第 1 號 (隆熙 2 年 10 月 [Oct. 1908])-

12.3C3. If a chronological designation appears in more than one language or script, give the designation that is in the language or script of the title proper. If this criterion does not apply, give the designation that appears first.

On source: 第 36 卷第 1 期 Vol. 36, No.1
In record:
362 0# $a Di 34 qi-di 36 juan di 1 qi.
362 0# $a 第 34 期-第 36 卷第 1 期.

On source: 第 35 卷第 1 期 Volume 36 Number 1
In record:
362 0# $a Di 35 juan di 1 qi (2004 nian 1 yue)-
362 0# $a 第 35 卷第 1 期 (2004 年 1 月)-

On source: 1995 年 6 月 June 1995
In record:
362 0# $a 1995-yŏn 6-wŏl-
362 0# $a 1995 年 6 月-
12.3C4. If the first and/or last issue or part of a serial is identified by both a numeric and/or alphabetic designation and a chronological designation, give the numeric and/or alphabetic designation before the chronological designation.

362 0# $a Zong di 1 qi (2005 nian chun ji juan)-
362 0# $a 总第 1 期 (2005 年春季卷)-

362 0# $a 1966, 5 yue hao-
362 0# $a 1966, 5 月号-
515 ## $a 1966 5 yue hao called also chuang kan hao.
515 ## $a 1966 5 yue hao called also 創刊號.

362 0# $a Di 1 hao (1990 nian du)-
362 0# $a 第 1 号 (1990 年度)-

362 0# $a Di 1 juan (Minguo 66 nian 7 yue zhi 12 yue [July-Dec. 1977])-362 0# $a 第 1 卷 (民國 66 年 7 月至 12 月 [July-Dec. 1977])-362 0# $a 1 (1980 nian 3 yue)-
362 0# $a 1 (1980 年 3 月)-

362 0# $a Di 1 qi (Minguo 87 nian 5 yue [May 1998])-362 0# $a 第 1 期 (民國 87 年 5 月 [May 1998])-362 0# $a Dai 1-gō (Heisei 8-nen [1996])-362 0# $a 第 1 号 (平成 8 年 [1996])-362 0# $a No. 1 (Shōwa 36.7) [July 1961]-no.537 (Heisei 18.3) [Mar. 2006].
362 0# $a No. 1(昭和 36.7) [July 1961]-no. 537 (平成 18.3) [Mar. 2006].

362 0# $a Che 1-chip (1968)-
362 0# $a 第 1 集 (1968)-

362 0# $a Che 1-kwŏn (Tan’gi 4288-yŏn 9-wŏl [Sept. 1955])-362 0# $a 第 1 권 (단기 4288 年 9 月 [Sept. 1955])-362 0# $a 총 第 1 期 (1968 年 9 月 [Sept. 1955])-

However, if the designation consists of a year and a number that is a division of the year, give the year before the number.

**LC rule interpretations 12.3C4.** Record a chronological designation only when it contains additional information. If the separate date lacks the year present in the other designation, record the year twice without brackets.
12.3D. No designation on first issue or part

12.3D1. If the first issue or part of a serial lacks any numbering, but subsequent issues or parts define a designation pattern, supply numbering for the first issue or part based on that pattern. If information about designations of subsequent issues or parts is not available, give [No. 1]-(or its equivalent in the language of the title proper) or a chronological designation for the first issue or part, as appropriate.

CONSER Cataloging Manual, Module 8, 8.5.1.

First issue lacks numbering: When the first issue has no numbering (including a publishing date or a copyright date that could be used to supply a chronological designation), supply a designation following the form of numbering on subsequent issues when that is known.

Only one issue in hand:
362 0# $a [No. 1]-

2 issues in hand. No number or dates on first issue:
362 0# $a [Di 1 qi di 1 hao] (1984 nian 12 yue)-
362 0# $a [第 1 期第 1 號] (1984 年 12 月)-
515 ## $a Numbering begins with Di 1 qi di 2 hao (1985 nian 1 yue)-
515 ## $a Numbering begins with 第 1 期第 2 號 (1985 年 1 月)-

LC rule interpretation 12.3D. When a chronological designation is more likely than a numeric designation to identify a serial (e.g., a yearbook or directory), use the publication date or copyright date to supply a chronological designation.

362 0# $a [2001/2002]-
362 0# $a Minguo 86 nian [1997]-
362 0# $a 民國 86 年[1997]-
362 0# $a Shōwa 53-nenban [1978]-
12.3E. Alternative numbering, etc., systems

12.3E1. If a serial has more than one separate system of designation, give the systems in the order in which they are presented.

**LC rule interpretations 12.3E1.** Record a second or third system of numeric and/or chronological designation with the first system if it, too, identifies the issue (cf. rule 12.3B1). Prefer to record as the first a system that uses the form of volume number and internal number. If more than one numeric system is recorded, generally record the chronological system with the first numeric system (cf. rule 12.3C4).

Give in a note information about a second or third system of numeric/alphabetic designation that does not identify the item (cf. rule 12.7B10.2) whenever the second or third system appears prominently enough on the publication for one to assume that the serial may be asked for by that system.

362 0# $a Dai 1-32-kan (Shōwa 4-nen 11-gatsu – 20-nen 1-gatsu (Nov. 1929 - Jan. 1945) = tsūkan dai 1-177-gō.
362 0# $a 第 1-32 卷 (昭和 4 年 11 月-20 年 1 月) = 通巻第 1-17 號.
362 0# $a 1989 nian 2 yue- = 1989 nian chun hao-
362 0# $a 1989 年 2 月- = 1989 年春号-
362 0# $a 1980 nian di 1 qi (1980 nian 2 yue)- = zong 1 qi-
362 0# $a 1980 年第 1 期 (1980 年 2 月)- = 总 1 期 –
362 0# $a Che 1-kwŏn (1962-yŏn 3-wŏl ) = t’onggwŏn che 1-ho-
362 0# $a 第 1 卷 (1962 年 3 月)- = 通卷第 1 號-

12.3F Ceased serials

12.3F1. In describing a serial that has ceased publication, give the designation of the first issue or part followed by the designation of the last issue or part. If information about the first issue or part is not available, give only the designation of the last issue or part.

362 0# $a Di 1 juan di 1 qi (Minguo 45 nian 8 yue 20 ri [Aug. 20, 1966])-di 8 juan di 6 qi (Minguo 49 nian 9 yue 20 ri [Sept. 20, 1960]).
362 0# $a 第 1 卷第 1 期 (民國 45 年 8 月 20 日 [Aug. 20, 1966])-第 8 卷第 6 期 (民國 49 年 9 月 20 日 [Sept. 20, 1960]).
362 0# $a Di 1 qi (Minguo 66 nian 10 yue [Oct. 1977])-di 14 qi (Minguo 79 nian 12 yue [Dec. 1990]).
362 0# $a 第 1 期 (民國 66 年 10 月 [Oct. 1977])-第 14 期 (民國 79 年 12 月 [Dec. 1990]).

362 0# $a 1989 nian chun hao-1996 nian dong hao.
362 0# $a 1989 年春号-1996 年冬号.

362 0# $a [Dai 1-kan dai 1-gō] (Shōwa 13-nen 9-gatsu [Sept. 1938]- dai 3-kan dai 4-gō (Shōwa 15-nen 5-gatsu [May 1940]).
362 0# $a [第 1 卷 第 1 號] (昭和 13 年 9 月 [Sept. 1938])-第 3 卷 第 4 號 (昭和 15 年 5 月 [May 1940]).

362 0# $a 1990, 1-1997, 12.
362 0# $a -127 (1994 / 6 yue 5 ri-6 yue 11 ri).
362 0# $a -127 (1994 / 6 月 5 日-6 月 11 日).

362 0# $a 1988 여름-1997 겨울 (계간 39-호).


362 0# $a 제 6 권 제 2 호 (1965 년 12 월)-제 29 권 제 1-2 호 (1989 년 12 월).

362 1# $a Began in 1979.
362 0# $a -1992, 6.
362 1# $a Began in 1992.
362 1# $a Began with: che 10-chip.
362 1# $a Began with: 제 10 집.

12.3G. Change in numbering
12.3G1. If the numbering starts a new sequence with a different system, give the designation of the first and/or last issues or parts under the old system, followed by the designation of the first issue or part under the new system.

If a new sequence is accompanied by wording to differentiate the sequence, such as *new series*, include this wording. Distinguish such wording from that of a section title that is to be placed after a common title (see 12.1B4–12.1B6).

If a new sequence with the same system as before is not accompanied by wording such as *new series*, supply *[new ser.]* or another appropriate term (or its equivalent in the language of the title proper).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>360 0#</td>
<td>Fu kan di 1 hao (Minguo 36 nian 3 yue [Mar, 1947])-fu kan di 1 juan di 4 hao (Minguo 36 nian 12 yue [Dec. 1947]); xin 1 juan di 1 qi (Minguo 56 nian 7 yue [July 1967])-xin 28 juan di 2 qi (Minguo 84 nian 12 yue [Dec. 1995]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362 0#</td>
<td>Dai 1-kan dai 1-gō (Taishō 3-nen 9-gatsu [Sept. 1914])-dai 6-kan dai 5-gō (Taishō 12-nen 5-gatsu [May 1923]); [new ser.], dai 1-shū dai 1-gō (Taishō 15-nen 1-gastu [Jan. 1926])-[new ser.], dai 19-shū dai 8-gō (Shōwa 19-nen 8-gatsu [Aug. 1944]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362 0#</td>
<td>第1卷第1號 (大正3年9月[Sept. 1914])-第6卷第5號 (大正12年5月[May 1923]); [new ser.], 第1集第1號 (大正15年1月[Jan. 1926])-[new ser.], 第19集第8號 (昭和19年8月[Aug. 1944]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362 0#</td>
<td>Che 1-kwōn che 1-ho (1984-yǒn 1- wǒl)-che 3-kwōn che 12-ho (1986-yǒn 12- wǒl l); [new ser.], che 1-chip (1987-yǒn 1- wǒl l-il)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362 0#</td>
<td>제1권 제1호 (1984년1월)- 제3권 제12호 (1986년12월); [new ser.], 제1집 (1987년1월1일)-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Give a note for other variations in designations that do not constitute a new sequence if the change is considered to be important (see 12.7B10.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>515 0#</td>
<td>Issues for 1991-1999 also called Minguo 80 nian ban-Minguo 88 nian ban.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515 0#</td>
<td>Issues for 1991-1999 also called 民國80年版-民國88年版.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362 0#</td>
<td>Vol. 1 (July 1991)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515 0#</td>
<td>Volume numbering dropped, &lt;2001&gt;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**LC rule interpretations 12.3G1.** Do not consider a serial to have adopted a new numbering system if it begins by having both a numeric and a chronological designation and drops one of the designations, or, if a serial begins with either a chronological or numeric designation and the other designation (numeric or chronological) is added later. Explain such changes in notes (see rule 12.7B10.2).

362 0# a Dai 1-shū (Shōwa 10-nen 1-gatsu [Jan. 1935]) - Shōwa 16-nen 11-gatsu [Nov. 1941].
362 0# a 第 1 輯 (昭和 10 年 1 月 [Jan. 1935])-昭和 16 年 11 月 [Nov. 1941].
515 ## a Issues for Jan. 1936-Nov. 1941 have no vol. numbering.

515## a Vol. for 2004 complete in 2 nos.

Do not consider a serial to have adopted a new numbering system if the term used with the numbering changes but the numbering itself continues.

362 0# a No. 1 (Taishō 14-nen 7-gatsu [July 1925])-36-gō (Shōwa 3-nen 6-gatsu [June 1928]).
362 0# a No. 1 (大正 14 年 7 月 [July 1925])-36 号 (昭和 3 年 6 月 [June 1928]).

362 0# a Che 1-chip (2001-yŏn 1-wŏl)-che 5-kwŏn (2005-yŏn 12-wŏl).
362 0# a 제 1 집 (2001 년 1 월)-제 5 권 (2005 년 12 월).

362 0# a Che 1-chip (1925)-che 7-ho (sohwa 11-yŏn [1936]).
362 0# a 제 1 집 (1925)-제 7 호 (소화 11 년 [1936]).

**12.4C. Place of publication, distribution, etc.**

**LC rule interpretations 12.4C. CONSER standard and minimal record practice:** It is required to supply only the first place of publication, distribution, etc. If an existing record or if data supplied by external sources has multiple places of publication, distribution, etc., don’t delete them.

**LC rule interpretation 12.4D2:** See LCRI 1.4 for application of the MARC 21 repeatable 260 field. (Editor’s note: See examples under 12.4D 2.)

**12.4D. Name of publisher, distributor, etc.**

**12.4D1.** Give the name of the publisher, etc., and optionally the distributor, as instructed in 1.4D.
12.4D2. Change in name of publisher, distributor, etc.

a) Serials. If the name of the publisher, distributor, etc., changes on a subsequent issue or part and this change does not require a new description, give the later name in a note if considered to be important (see 12.7B11.2). If the change is only in the presentation of the name, make a note if the change is considered to be important.

500 ## $a Imprint varies.

500 ## $a Publishers: Zhongguo you yi chu ban gong si, 1990-1992; Zhongguo da bai ke quan shu chu ban she, 1993-
500 ## $a Publishers: 中國友誼出版公司, 1990-1992; 中國大百科全書出版社, 1993-

500 ## $a Issues for 1989- published by: Tianjin jiao yu chu ban she.

500 ## $a Vol. 1-125 issued as internal publication; v. 126- issued to public.


LC rule interpretations 12.4D2. See LCRI 1.4 for application of the MARC 21 repeatable 260 field.

LC rule interpretations 1.4. [New]: LC/PCC practice: apply the MARC 21 repeatable 260 field when there are changes in the publication, distribution, etc., information form multipart monograph, serial, or integrating resource. Guidelines for the application are posted on the Library of Congress Web site at http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/policy/

LC/PCC guidelines for MARC 21 repeatable 260 field: 260 Publication, distribution, etc. (imprint)

First indicator = Sequence of publication statements
Blank Not applicable/No information provided/Earliest available publisher
2 Intervening publisher
3 Current/latest publisher

Second indicator = Undefined
Blank Undefined

Subfield $c$ (date of publication, distribution, etc.): only one 260 field may have subfield $c$. The one 260 subfield $c$ in a record is also record an ending date of publication, distribution, etc., for a resource that has ceased or completed publication.
Subfield $3$ (materials specified): give information to differentiate multiple 260 fields; use angle brackets if specific beginning and/or ending information is not known. Application for serials*: usually chronological designations.

*Exception for multipart monographs and serials: subfield $3$ can be omitted in the 260 field with indicator ## if the coverage of that information is clear from the other 260 field(s) and other data in the bibliographic records.

Order of 260 fields: Give fields in chronological order from earliest to latest.

Do not repeat specific changes of publication, etc., information in a 500 field. Use a 500 field if giving a general note about changes not given in an additional 260 field(s): e.g., “Place of publication varies.”

260 ## $3$ 2008: $a$ Beijing Shi : $b$ Zhongguo guang bo dian shi chu ban she, $c$ 2008-
260 ## $3$ 2008: $a$ 北京市 : $b$ 中国广播电视出版社, $c$ 2008-
260 2# $3$ 2009-: $a$ Jinan Shi : $b$ Shandong ren min chu ban she
260 3# $3$ 2009-: $a$ 济南市 : $b$ 山东人民出版社

260 ## $3$ 2001: $a$ Beijing : $b$ Zhong gong zhong yang dang xiao chu ban she, $c$ 2002-
260 ## $3$ 2001: $a$ 北京 : $b$ 中共中央党校出版社, $c$ 2002-
260 2# $3$ 2002-2003: $a$ Beijing : $b$ Jing ji guan li chu ban she
260 2# $3$ 2002-2003: $a$ 北京 : $b$ 经济管理出版社
260 3# $3$ 2005/2006, 2008-: $a$ Beijing : $b$ Ke xue chu ban she
260 3# $3$ 2005/2006, 2008-: $a$ 北京 : $b$ 科学出版社

260 2# $3$ 1999-2000: $a$ Tōkyō : $b$ Zaimushō Insatsukyoku
260 2# $3$ 1999-2000: $a$ 東京 : $b$ 財務省印刷局
260 2# $3$ 2001-2004: $a$ Tōkyō : $b$ Kokuritsu Insatsukyoku
260 2# $3$ 2001-2004: $a$ 東京 : $b$ 国立印刷局
260 3# $3$ 2005-: $a$ Tōkyō : $b$ Keizai Sangyō Chōsakai
260 3# $3$ 2005-: $a$ 東京 : $b$ 経済産業調査会

LC rule interpretations 12.4D2. Serials: If the publisher is the same as the corporate body under which the serial is entered or the corporate body used as the qualifier in the uniform title under which the serial is entered, see rule 21.3B.

21.3B. Changes of Persons or Bodies Responsible for a Work

21.3B1.
a) **Serials.** Make a new entry for a serial when any of the following conditions arises, even if the title proper remains the same:

i) if the heading for a corporate body under which a serial is entered changes  

Or  

ii) if the main entry for a serial is under a personal or corporate heading and the person or body named in that heading is no longer responsible for the serial.  

Or  

iii) if the main entry for a serial is under a uniform title (see 25.5B) with a corporate heading as a qualifier and the corporate heading changes or the body named in that heading is no longer responsible for the serial.

**12.4F Date of publication, distribution, etc.**

CONSER Standard Record Documentation (MAP): It is not required to supply dates in 260 $c. See field 362 for instructions about recording dates of publication.

**12.4F1.** Give the beginning date of publication, distribution, etc., as instructed in 1.4F.

260 ##, $c 1996-
362 0# $a 1996, 1-

260 ##, $c 1991-
362 0# $a Dai 1-gō (Heisei 2-nen [1990])-
362 0# $a 第 1 号 (平成 2 年 [1990])-

260 ##, $c Minguo 86 [1997]-
260 ##, $c 民國 86 [1997]-
362 0# $a Minguo 86 nian 3 yue [Mar. 1997]-
362 0# $a 民國 86 年 3 月 [Mar. 1997]-

260 ##, $c 1981-
362 0# $a Shôwa 56- nenban [1981]-
362 0# $a 昭和 56 年版 [1981]-

260 ##, $c 1979-
362 1# $a 1979, 1-

260 ##, $c 1998-
362 0# $a [Che 1-kwŏn che 1-ho] (1998-yŏn 6-wŏl)-
362 0# $a [제 1 권 제 1 호] (1998 년 6 월)-
515 ## $a First issue called "ch’angganho (1998-yŏn 6-wŏl)."

260 ##, $c 2001-
362 0# $a T’onggwôn 1-ho (2002-yŏn sangban’gi)-
362 0# $a 통권 1 호 (2002 년 상반기)-
12.4F2. Ending date of publication, distribution, etc.

a) **Serials.** In describing a serial that has ceased publication, give the date(s) of publication as instructed in 1.4F.


12.4G. Place of manufacture, name of manufacturer, date of manufacture

12.4G2. Change in place and/or name of manufacturer

a) **Serials.** If the place and/or name of the manufacturer changes on a subsequent issue or part and the name of the publisher continues to be unknown, give the later place and/or name of the manufacturer in a note if considered to be important (see 12.7B11.2).

12.5. Physical Description Area

12.5B. Extent of item (including specific material designation)

12.5B2. For a ceased or completed resource, precede the appropriate specific material designation by the number of parts in arabic numerals.

300 ## $a$ 4 v.
362 0# $a$ 1981, 1-1984, 12.

300 ## $a$ 20 v.
362 0# $a$ Di 1 qi-di 20 qi.
362 0# $a$ 第 1 期-第 20 期.

300 ## $a$ 20 v.
362 0# $a$ 1989 nian chun hao-1996 nian dong hao.
362 0# $a$ 1989 年春号-1996 年冬号.

300 ## $a$ 3 v.
362 0# $a$ [Dai 1-kan 1-gō] (Shōwa 13-nen 9-gatsu [Sept. 1938])-dai 3-kan 4-gō (Shōwa 15-nen 5-gatsu [May 1940]).
362 0# $a$ [第 1 卷 1 號] (昭和 13 年 9 月 [Sept. 1938])-第 3 卷 4 號 (昭 和 15 年 5 月 [May 1940]).
300 ## $a 14 v.
362 1# $a Began in 1979.
362 0# $a -1992, 6.

300 ## $a 3 v.
362 1# $a Began in 1992.
362 0# $a -1992, 6.

300 ## $a 10 v.
362 0# $a 第 1 卷 (Aug. 1922)-2 卷 50 期 (民國 13 年 7 月 18 日 [July 18, 1924]).


12.5D2. Change in dimensions. If the dimensions of a resource change, or multiple parts differ in size, give the dimensions from smallest or smaller to largest or larger separated by a hyphen unless otherwise instructed in subrule .5D in the chapter dealing with the type of material to which the resource belongs.

300 ## $a v. ; $c 22-25 cm.

580 ## $a Reprint of the official journal published in Paris as an organ of Zhongguo gong chan zhu yi qing nian tuan lü Ou zong zhi bu. Only no. 2-11 and no. 12, p. 28-47 are included in the reproduction.

300 ## $a 16 v.
362 0# $a Che 1-kwŏn che 1-ho (Taejŏng 4-yŏn 12- wŏl 8-il [Dec. 8, 1915]-che 1128-ho (sohwa 12-yŏn 7- wŏl 21-il [July 21, 1937]).

12.5E. Accompanying material

12.5E1.
a) Serials. Give, as instructed in 1.5E, the details of accompanying material that is intended to be issued regularly. Make a note on the frequency of accompanying material (see 12.7B13). If
accompanying material is issued irregularly or is issued only once, describe it in a note or ignore it.

12.6. Series Area

12.6B. Series statements

12.6B1. Record each series statement as instructed in 1.6. For serials, do not give series numberings if each issue or part is separately numbered within the series.

245 00 $a Nian du xue shu = $b Theoria.
245 00 $a 年度学术 = $b Theoria.
490 1# $a Xi rui xi lie = $a Xray series
490 1# $a 犀锐系列 = $a Xray series
830 #0 $a Xi rui xi lie.
830 #0 $a 犀锐系列.

245 00 $a Guo min zheng fu jian cha yuan gong bao.
245 00 $a 國民政府監察院公報.
490 1# $a Zhonghua Minguo shi dang an zi liao ying yin cong shu
490 1# $a 中華民國史檔案資料影印叢書
830 #0 $a Zhonghua Minguo shi dang an zi liao ying yin cong shu.
830 #0 $a 中華民國史檔案資料影印叢書.

245 00 $a Chunggugŏ munhak.
245 00 $a 中國語 文學.
490 1# $a Yulsan kigan ch’ongsŏ
490 1# $a 栗山 期刊 叢書
830 #0 $a Yulsan kigan ch’ongsŏ.
830 #0 $a 栗山 期刊 叢書.

**LC rule interpretations 12.6B1.** Record the number of the series in the series statement in the three situations listed below. *PCC practice:* Include the number in the series added entry for the first and second situations; see the specific instruction for the third situation. Examples illustrate PCC practice.

1) a single issue of a serial is in a series;

2) a known span of issues of a serial is in a span of consecutive numbers of a series;

3) all issues of the serial in the series carry the same number of the series. If part of the series number is the same on all issues of the serial, record only that part. *PCC practice:* include that part in the added entry for the series.
245 00 $a Gong gong xing zheng = $b Public administration.
245 00 $a 公共行政 = Public administration.
490 1# $a Fu yin bao kan zi liao ; $v D01
490 1# $a 复印报刊资料 ; $v D01
830 #0 $a Fu yin bao kan zi liao (1987) ; $v D01.
830 #0 $a 复印报刊资料 (1987) ; $v D01.

245 00 $a Ijū kenkyū.
245 00 $a 移住研究.
490 1# $3 1975-<1976>: $a Gyōmu shiryō - Kokusai Kyoryoku Jigyōdan
830 #0 $a Gyōmu shiryō (Kaigai Ijū Jigyōdan)
830 #0 $a 業務資料 (海外移住事業団)
830 #0 $a Gyōmu shiryō (Kokusai Kyōryoku Jigyōdan)
830 #0 $a 業務資料 (国際協力事業団)

245 00 $a Chosŏnŏ yŏn'gu.
245 00 $a 조선어 연구.
490 1# $a Pukhan mit chaeoe kyomin ūi ōmun charyo ch’ongsŏ ; $v 2-4
490 1# $a 北한 및 재외 교민의 어문 자료 총서 ; $v 2-4
830 #0 $a Pukhan mit chaeoe kyomin ūi ōmun charyo ch’ongsŏ ; $v 2-4.
830 #0 $a 北한 및 재외 교민의 어문 자료 총서 ; $v 2-4.

12.6B2. Change in series statement

a) Serials. If a series is added, deleted, or changed on a subsequent issue or part and this change cannot be stated clearly in the series area, make a note if the change is considered to be important (see 12.7B14.2).

245 00 $a Shi jie jin dai xian dai shi.
245 00 $a 世界近代現代史.
490 1# $a -1985: Fu yin bao kan zi liao ; $v K52
490 1# $a -1985: 复印报刊资料 ; $v K52
490 1# $a 1986-: Bao kan zi liao xuan hui ; $v K52
490 1# $a 1986-: 报刊资料选汇 ; $v K52
830 #0 $a Fu yin bao kan zi liao ; $v K52.
830 #0 $a 复印报刊资料 ; $v K52.
830 #0 $a Bao kan zi liao xuan hui ; $v K52.
830 #0 $a 报刊资料选汇 ; $v K52.

12.7. Note Area

12.7B. Notes
Make notes as set out in the following subrules and in the order given there. However, give a particular note first if it has been decided that note is of primary importance. Notes may include information not appropriate to other areas of the description or reflect changes in the resource over time.

If the resource being described is a reproduction, give also details of the original (see 1.7A4, 1.11F, and 11.7B22).

**CONSER Cataloging Manual 17.7.4.**

**b. Reprint note:** Record in a single note (field 580) the publishing details of the original, the frequency (when known), and any other pertinent details.

580 #$a Reprint of a periodical originally published monthly: Yan'an: Xin Hua shu dian. With new preface in English.
580 #$a Reprint of a periodical originally published monthly: 延安: 新華書店. With new preface in English.


580 #$a Originally published: Guangzhou : Guangdong sheng li tu shu guan, 1940-1943.
580 #$a Originally published: Guangzhou : 廣東審理圖書館, 1940-1943.


580 ## $a Reprint edition published with: Samch’öllisa (1929); and: Taedonga; and: Samch’öllisa munhak; and: Man’guk puin.
580 ## $a Reprint edition published with: 三千里 (1929); and: 大東亜; and: 三千里 文學; and: 萬國 婦人.

580 ## $a Originally published: P’yŏngyang, Korea : [Kat’olliksa], July 1934-Dec.1936. bound with reprint of the preceding title: Kat’ollik yŏn’gu kangjwa.
580 ## $a Originally published: 平陽, Korea : [가톨닉社], July 1934-Dec.1936. bound with reprint of the preceding title: 가톨닉 研究 講座.

If the reprint has a different title than the original, give a separate note and added entry if desired (246 1#).

245 00 $a Hua guo yue kan.
245 00 $a 華國月刊.
246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a Hua guo
246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a 華國
580 ## $a Reprint of a monthly periodical issued 1923-1926 by Hua guo yue kan she, Shanghai.
580 ## $a Reprint of a monthly periodical issued 1923-1926 by 華國月刊社, 上海.

245 00 $a Gahō kinsei sanbyakunenshi.
245 00 $a 画報近世三百年史.
246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a Gahō kinseishi
246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a 画報近世史

245 00 $a Chŏn’guk nodongja sinmun.
245 00 $a 전국 노동자 신문.
246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a Chŏn’guk nodongja sinmun ch’ukswaep’an
246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a 전국 노동자 신문 축쇄판

12.7B1. Frequency. Make notes on the frequency of the serial or the frequency of updates to the integrating resource unless it is apparent from the content of the title and statement of responsibility area or is unknown. Also make notes on changes in frequency.

**LC rule interpretations 12.7B1. LC/PCC practice:** Make a note on the known frequency of a serial or of the updates to an integrating resource even if the frequency is apparent from the rest of the description.

310 ## $a Bimonthly, $b1988-
321 ## $a Quarterly, $b -1987

310 ## $a Monthly, $b Feb. 1995-
321 ## $a Biweekly, $b Apr. 1991-Jan. 1995
310 ## $a Quarterly, $b 1996-
321 ## $a Bimonthly, $b 1994-1995
310 ## $a Monthly, $b <1982->
321 ## $a Semimonthly, $b <1980-1981>
310 ## $a Monthly, $b 1966-
321 ## $a Twenty four issues yearly, $b 1960-1965
310 ## $a Annual, $b 1991-
321 ## $a Frequency varies, $b Aug. 1987-1990

12.7B2. Language. Make notes on the language(s) of the resource unless this is apparent from the rest of the description.

546 ## $a Text in Chinese; table of contents and some articles also in English.
546 ## $a In Japanese with abstracts in English.
546 ## $a Chiefly in Korean, some articles also in English.
546 ## $a Vols. for 1985- have added table of contents in English.

12.7B3. Sources of title proper. For printed resources, make a note on the source of the title proper if it is taken from a title page substitute. For nonprint resources, follow the instructions in subrule .7B3 in the chapter dealing with the type of material to which the resource belongs.

CONSER field 588 draft instructions and examples (2010): Field 588 is used for source of description notes: "description based on" and "latest issue consulted" notes... Notes that cite just the source of title are coded 500... The DBO and LIC are the last 588 notes in the record.

500 ## $a Title from title screen (viewed on Oct. 12, 1998).
588 ## $a Description based on: Dai 2-shū, published in 1947.
588 ## $a Description based on: 98 pom; title from cover.
588 ## $a Description based on 4 (summer 1997); title from contents page (viewed on Sept. 15, 1997).

12.7B4. Titles

12.7B4.1. Make notes on titles other than the title proper borne by the resource, and changes to such titles, if considered to be important.

Make notes on titles by which the resource is commonly known if considered to be important.
**LC rule interpretations 12.7B4.1.** MARC 21 tagging practice: When giving a note for a change in a title other than a title proper (e.g., added title page title, title bar title), give the note in field 246 and explain the situation in subfield $i$.

245 00 $a Zhong gong dang shi tong xun / $c Quan guo Zhong gong dang shi yan jiu hui zhu ban.
245 00 $a 中共党史通訊 / $c 全国中共党史研究会主办.
246 1# $i Reprint title also in English: $a Newsletter on the history of the Chinese Communist Party.

246 1# $i Added reprint t. p. title: $a Guo li Beiping tu shu guan guan kan
246 1# $i Added reprint t. p. title: $a 國立北平圖書館館刊

246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a Gahō kinsei shi
246 1# $i Reprint title page title: $a 画報近世史

246 1# $i Title in English on p. [4] of cover: $a Journal of Korean Institute of Traditional Landscape Architecture

246 1# $i Reprint title on spine: $a Yŏngin pŏpsahak yŏn’gu, 1-5
246 1# $i Reprint title on spine: $a 영인 법사학 연구, 1-5

**12.7B4.2. Change in title proper**

a) **Serials.** Make notes on minor changes in title proper that occur after the first/earliest issue or part (see 12.1B8). If scattered issues or parts have a different title proper, make a general note.

245 00 $a Zhongguo shao shu min zu di qu jing ji fa zhan bao gao.
245 00 $a 中国少数民族地区经济发展报告.
246 1# $i Issues for <2004-> have title: $a Zhongguo shao shu min zu di qu fa zhan bao gao

**CONSER Cataloging Manual 7:2.4.** If the changes occur after the first five words in a long title and have little significance, prefer the “Title varies slightly” note.

500 ## $a Title varies slightly

**LC rule interpretation 12.7B4.2.: Electronic Serials That Don't Retain Earlier Titles**

If an electronic serial is reformatted so that all evidence of the earlier title is removed, give the earlier title in a note. Give a note explaining that the earlier title no longer appears in the serial.

**12.7B5 Parallel titles**
12.7B5.1. Make notes on titles in another language and/or script not recorded in the title and statement of responsibility area if considered to be important.

245 00 $a Zhong wai wen xue.
245 00 $a 中外文學.
246 1# $i Issues for Aug. 1992- have English title: $a Chung wai literary monthly

245 00 $a Ningbo tong ji nian jian / $c Ningbo shi tong ji ju bian.
245 00 $a 宁波统计年鉴 / $c 宁波市统计局编.
246 1# $i Issues for <1993-> have English title: $a Statistical yearbook of Ningbo.

245 00 $a Wen xue yan jiu.
245 00 $a 文学硏究.
246 1# $i Issues for summer 1987- have pinyin title: $a Wenxue yanjiu.

245 00 $a Hōjin kigyō dōkō chōsa hōkoku.
245 00 $a 法人企業動向調査報告.
246 1# $i Vols. for <Dec. 1990-> have English title: $a Business and investment survey of incorporated enterprises

245 00 $a Han’guk Chōnt’ong Chogyōng Hakhoe chi.
245 00 $a 韓國 傳統 造景 學會 誌.
246 1# $i Title in English on p. [4] of cover: $a Journal of Korean Institute of Traditional Landscape Architecture

12.7B5.2. Change in parallel title

a) Serials. Make notes on changes in parallel titles that occur after the first/earliest issue or part if considered to be important (see 12.1D3). If the changes have been numerous, a general statement may be made.

245 00 $a Qing hua da xue xue bao. $p Zhe xue she hui ke xue ban.
245 00 $a 清华大学学报. $p 哲学社会科学版.
246 1# $a Journal of Tsinghua University. Philosophy and social sciences

245 00 $a Han’guk sŏjŏm p’yŏllam = $b The manual of Korean bookstores.
245 00 $a 한국 서점 편람 = $b The manual of Korean bookstores.
246 1# $i Issues for 2005- have English title: $a Directory of Korean bookstores [made-up title]

500 ## $a English titles varies.

12.7B6. Other title information

12.7B6.1. Make notes on other title information not recorded in the title and statement of responsibility area if considered to be important.

12.7B6.2. Change in other title information

a) **Serials.** Make notes on changes in other title information that occur after the first/earliest issue or part if considered to be important (see 12.1E2). If the changes have been numerous, a general statement may be made.

245 00 $a She hui : $b she hui xue cong kan = Sociology / $c Fu dan da xue fen xiao she hui xue cong kan bian ji bu.
245 00 $a 社会 : $b 社会学丛刊 = Sociology / $c 复旦大学分校社会学丛刊编辑部.
500 ## $a Subtitle varies: She hui xue za zhi, 1983-
500 ## $a Subtitle varies: 社會學雜誌. 1983-

245 00 $a Hepo zhi sheng : $b Hepo tong xiang hui hui xun = Suara Hopoh.
245 00 $a 河婆之聲 : $b 河婆同鄉會會訊 = Suara Hopoh.
246 11 $a Suara Hopoh

245 00 $a Bunmei Kyōkai nyūzu.
245 00 $a 文明協會ニュース.
246 30 $a Nihon to sekai $f Apr. 1931-<May 1937>
246 30 $a 日本と世界 $f Apr. 1931-<May 1937>
500 ## $a Later issues have subtitle: Nihon to sekai.
500 ## $a Later issues have subtitle: 日本と世界.

245 00 $a Kungjung muyong mubo.
245 00 $a 궁중 무용 무보.
500 ## $a Subtitle varies

12.7B7. Statements of responsibility

12.7B7.1. Make notes on statements of responsibility that do not appear in the title and statement of responsibility area if considered to be important.

Give a fuller form of name of a person or body that appears only in abbreviated form in the rest of the description if the fuller form is considered to be necessary.
Give the name of any editor considered to be an important means of identifying the serial (e.g., if a particular person edited the serial for all or most of its existence; if the person’s name is likely to be better known than the title of the serial).

245 00 $a Wen yi zhen di.
245 00 $a 文藝陣地.
500 ## $a Editor: 1938- Mao Dun.
500 ## $a Editor: 1938- 茅盾.
700 1# $a Mao, Dun, $d 1896-
700 1# $a 茅盾, $d 1896-

245 00 $a Nihon no fūzoku
245 00 $a 日本の風俗
500 ## $a Edited by Tamura Eitarō.
500 ## $a Edited by 田村栄太郎.
7001# $a Tamura, Eitarō, $d 1893-1969.
7001# $a 田村栄太郎, $d 1893-1969.

245 00 $a Sin Han’guk po =$b The united Korean news.
245 00 $a 신 한국 보 = $b The united Korean news.
500 ## $a Editor: C.P. Hong.

**LC rule interpretations 12.7B7.1. CONSER standard and minimal record practice:** It is not required to give notes justifying access points in fields 7XX for persons or bodies responsible for a serial when authority records are created or maintained for all the added entries

**12.7B7.2. Change in statements of responsibility**

**a) Serials.** Make notes on changes in statements of responsibility that occur after the first/earliest issue or part if considered to be important (see 12.1F5). If the changes have been numerous, a general statement may be made.

550 ## $a Issued by : Zhongguo ke ji fa zhan zhan lüe yan jiu xiao zu, 2001- sponsored by: Shandong Sheng wen lian.
550 ## $a Issued by : 中國科技發展戰略研究小組, 2001- 資助單位: 山東省文聯.

550 ## $a Compiled by: Zhongguo xian dai hua zhan lüe yan jiu zu ke ti zu, 2002-550 ## $a Compiled by: 中國現代化戰略研究組課題組, 2002-

550 ## $a Issued by: Tongguk Taehakkyo Pulgyo Taehagwŏn, 2005-
550 ## $a Issued by: 東國大學校 佛教大學院, 2005-
12.7B8. **Bibliographic history and relationships with other resources.** Make notes on the bibliographic history and on important relationships between the resource being described and the immediately preceding, immediately succeeding, or simultaneously issued resources.

**LC rule interpretations 12.7B8.** Form of Linking Notes: In notes referring to another resource (i.e., linking notes), cite the entry under which the resource appears in the catalog against which the searching and cataloging is done. For legal works and translations that are entered under uniform title, construct the linking notes as follows:

**main entry uniform title heading/title proper**

**related record**

130 0# $a Hong qi. $l English.
245 10 $a China report. $p Red flag.

**linking note**

245 00 $a Hong qi. $l English (1987)
245 10 $a JPRS report. $p China. $p Red flag.
775 00 $t Hong qi. English. China report. Red flag

**related record:**

130 0# $a Tōkyō-to Kōgai Kenkyūjo nenpō. $l English.
245 10 $a Annual report of the Tokyo Metropolitan Research Institute for Environmental Protection.

**linking note:**

245 00 $a Tōkyō-to Kōgai Kenkyūjo nenpō / $c [henshū] Tōkyō-to Kōgai Kenkyūjo.
245 00 $a 東京都公害研究所年報 / $c [編集] 東京都公害研究所.
775 1# $t Tōkyō-to Kōgai Kenkyūjo nenpō. English. Annual report of the Tokyo Metropolitan Research Institute for Environmental Protection

**related record:**

130 0# $a Han’guk Konch’ung Hakhoe chi. $l English.
130 0# $a 한국 곤충 학회 지. $l English.
245 10 $a Korean journal of entomology.
775 1# $t Han’guk Konch’ung Hakhoe chi

**linking note:**

245 10 $a Han’guk Konch’ung Hakhoe chi.
245 10 $a 한국 곤충 학회 지.
580 ## $a Issued also in English: Korean journal of entomology.
related record:
130 0# $a Kagaku busshitsu to kankyō. $l English.
245 10 $a Chemicals in the environment: $b report on environmental survey and
wildlife monitoring of chemicals in ...

linking note:
245 00 $a Kagaku busshitsu to kankyō = $b Chemicals in the environment.
767 0# $t Kagaku busshitsu to kankyo. English. Chemicals in the environment

related record:
130 0# $a Segye sok ŭi Han’guk saram kwa munhwa. $l English.
130 0# $a 세계 속의 한국 사람과 문화. $l English.
245 10 $a Koreans and Korean culture in the world. [made-up title]
765 0# $t Segye sok ŭi Han’guk saram kwa munhwa [made-up title]
765 0# $t 세계 속의 한국 사람과 문화 [made-up title]

linking note:
245 00 $a Segye sok ŭi Han’guk saram kwa munhwa. [made-up title]
245 00 $a 세계 속의 한국 사람과 문화. [made-up title]
767 0# $t Segye sok ŭi Han’guk saram kwa munhwa. English. Koreans and Korean
culture in the world

Do not include other title information or statements of responsibility in linking notes. Exception: In cases in which the title proper consists solely of the name of a corporate body, conference, etc., and other title information has been supplied to explain the title (see rule 1.1E6), include the other title information in the link.

If the note cites a main entry heading, give the heading in AACR2 form. If the main entry heading on the catalog record for the related resource is not in AACR2 form, change it to the AACR2 form.

If the related resource is not represented in the catalog, cite in the note the entry that would be used were that resource cataloged under AACR2.

When specific information regarding a related work is unknown, give general information in a note.

245 00 $a Yurŏp 14-kaeguk.
245 00 $a 유럽 14 개국.
580 ## $a Translated from the Japanese.
a) Continuation. If a resource continues a previously published resource, give the name of the preceding resource. (See also 21.2B, 21.2C, and 21.3B.)

Continues: (780 00):

245 00 $a Zhongguo jing ji zhan wang / $c Guo jia xin xi zhong xin bian.
245 00 $a 中国经济展望 / $c 国家信息中心编.
780 00 $t Jing ji zhan wang (Beijing, China)
780 00 $t 经济展望 (Beijing, China)

245 00 $a Kōsei rōdō
245 00 $a 厚生労働
780 00 $t Kōsei
780 00 $t 厚生.

245 00 $a Han'guk tongsō kyōngje yōn'gu.
245 00 $a 韓国 東西 経済 研究.
780 00 $t Ch'ŏngju kyŏngje yŏn'gu
780 00 $t 清州 経済 研究

If a resource is continued by a subsequently published resource, give the name of the succeeding resource, and optionally the date of the change. (See also 21.2B, 21.2C, and 21.3B.)

Continued by: (785 00)

245 00 $a Zhongguo hua bao
245 00 $a 中國画报
785 00 $t Zhongguo
785 00 $t 中國

245 00 $a Kōsei.
245 00 $a 厚生.
785 00 $t Kōsei rōdō
785 00 $t 厚生労働

245 00 $a Kukpang kyŏngje yŏn'gu.
245 00 $a 国防経済 研究.
785 00 $t Hanggong sanŏp kwa kukpang kyŏngje yŏn'gu.
785 00 $t 航空 産業 與 国防経済 研究.

Continued in part by: (785 01)
b) **Merger.** If a resource is the result of the merger of two or more other resources, give the names of the resources that were merged.

*Merged with to form (or, become)... (CONSER practice) (785 x7)*

| 130 0# | $a Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). $p Sahoe kwahak p’yŏn. |
| 130 0# | $a 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). $p 社會 科學 篇. |
| 245 10 | $a Nonmunjip. $p Sahoe kwahak p’yŏn. |
| 245 10 | $a 論文集. $p 社會 科學 篇. |
| 780 01 | $t Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo) |
| 780 01 | $t 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo) |
| 785 17 | $t Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). Inmun kwahak p’yŏn |
| 785 17 | $t 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). 人文 科學 篇 |
| 785 17 | $t Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). Inmun, sahoe kwahak p’yŏn |
| 785 17 | $t 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). 人文 社會 科學 篇 |

| 245 00 | $a Kōsei. |
| 245 00 | $a 厚生. |
| 580 ## | $a Merged with: Rōdō jihō to become: Kōsei rōdō |
| 580 ## | $a Merged with: 労働時報 to become: 厚生労働 |
| 785 17 | $t Rōdō jihō |
| 785 17 | $t 労働時報 |
| 785 17 | $t Kōsei rōdō |
785 17 $t 厚生労働

245 00 $a Rōdō jihō / Sc Rōdōshō henshū.
245 00 $a 労働時報 / Sc 労働省編集.
580 ## $a Merged with: Kōsei to become: Kōsei rōdō.
580 ## $a Merged with: 厚生 to become: 厚生労働.
785 17 $t Kōsei
785 17 $t 厚生
785 17 $t Kōsei rōdō
785 17 $t 厚生労働

245 00 $a Kungmin kyejōng (chamjōng).
245 00 $a 國民計定 (暫定).
550 ## $a Merged with: Kungmin kyejōng (hwakchōng), to become: Kyegan kungmin kyejōng.
580 ## $a Merged with: 國民計定 (確定), to become: 季刊 國民計定.
785 17 $t Kungmin kyejōng (hwakchōng)
785 17 $t 國民計定 (確定)
785 17 $t Kyegan kungmin kyejōng
785 17 $t 季刊 國民計定

245 00 $a Kungmin kyejōng (hwakchōng)
245 00 $a 國民計定 (確定)
580 ## $a Merged with: Kungmin kyejōng (chamjōng), to become: Kyegan kungmin kyejōng.
580 ## $a Merged with: 國民計定 (暫定), to become: 季刊 國民計定.
785 17 $t Kungmin kyejōng (chamjōng)
785 17 $t 國民計定 (暫定)
785 17 $t Kyegan kungmin kyejōng 785 17 $t 季刊 國民計定

Merger of: (CONSER practice) (780 x4)

245 00 $a Dang de wen xian.
245 00 $a 党的文献.
580 ## $a Formed by the union of: Wen xian he yan jiu; and: Zhong yang dang an guan cong kan.
780 14 $t Wen xian he yan jiu
780 14 $t 文献和研究
780 14 $t Zhong yang dang an guan cong kan
780 14 $t 中央檔案館丛刊

130 0# $a Nonmunjjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). Sp Inmun sahoe kwahak p’yŏn.
130 0# $a 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo).Sp 人文 社會 科學 篇.
245 00 $a Nonmunjip. $p Inmun sahoe kwahak p’yŏn.
245 00 $a 論文集. $p 人文 社會 科學 篇.
580 ## $a Formed by the union of: Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). Inmun kwahak p’yŏn; and: Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). Sahoe kwahak p’yŏn.
580 ## $a Formed by the union of: 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). 人文 科學 篇; and: 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). 社會 科學 篇.
780 14 $t Nonmunjip. (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). Inmun kwahak p’yŏn
780 14 $t 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). 人文 科學 篇
780 14 $t Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). Sahoe kwahak p’yŏn
780 14 $t 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). 社會 科學 篇

245 00 $a Kyegan kungmin kyejŏng = $b Quarterly national accounts.
245 00 $a 季刊 国民 計定 = $b Quarterly national accounts.
580 ## $a Merger of: Kungmin imeo, and: Kungmin imeo.
580 ## $a Merger of: 國民 計定 (暫定), and: 國民 計定 (確定).
780 14 $t Kungmin kyejŏng (chamjŏng)
780 14 $t 國民 計定 (暫定)
780 14 $t Kungmin kyejŏng (hwakjŏng)
780 14 $t 國民 計定 (確定)

c) Split. If a resource is the result of the split of a previous resource into two or more resources, give the name of the resource that has been split, and optionally the name(s) of the other resource(s) resulting from the split.

Continues in part (780 01)

245 00 $a Qing hua da xue xue bao. $p Zhe xue she hui ke xue ban.
245 00 $a 清華大学学报. $p 哲学社会科学版.
246 1# $i Issues for 1992- have English title: Journal of Tsinghua University.
     Philosophy and sonial [i.e. social] sciences.
780 01 $a Qing hua da xue xue bao (Beijing, China : 1977)
780 01 $a 清華大學学报 (Beijing, China : 1977)

130 0# $a Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo). $p Sahoe kwahak p’yŏn.
130 0# $a 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo) $p 社會 科學 篇.
245 10 $a Nonmunjip. $p Sahoe kwahak p’yŏn.
245 10 $a 論文集. $p 社會 科學 篇.
780 01 $t Nonmunjip (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo)
780 01 $t 論文集 (Yŏngnam Taehakkyo)

245 00 $a Haksurwŏn nonmunjip. $p Chayŏn kwahak p’yŏn.
245 00 $a 學術院 論文集. $p 自然 科學 篇.
580 ## $a Continues in part: Haksurwŏn nonmunjip and continues its vol. numbering.
580 ## $a Continues in part: 學術院 論文集 and continues its vol. numbering.
Split into… and… (785 x 6)

245 00 $a Mei shu "pai mai nian jian" = $b Chinese arts auction records. $p Fine art.
245 00 $a 美術 《拍賣年鑑》 = $b Chinese arts auction records. $p Fine art.
580 ## $a Split into: Shu hua pai mai nian jian, and: Xi hua pai mai nian jian in 2005.
580 ## $a Split into: 書畫《拍賣年鑑》, and: 西畫《拍賣年鑑》.
785 16 $a Shu hua "pai mai nian jian"
785 16 $a 書畫《拍賣年鑑》
785 16 $a Xi hua "pai mai nian jian"
785 16 $a 西畫《拍賣年鑑》

130 0# $a Nonmunjip (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo)
130 0# $a 論文集 (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo)
245 10 $a Nonmunjip.
245 10 $a 論文集.
580 ## $a Split into: Nonmunjip (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). Sahoe kwahak py’yŏn;
Nonmunjip (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). Inmun kwahak py’yŏn; and Nonmunjip
(Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). Chayŏn kwahak py’yŏn.
580 ## $a Split into: 論文集 (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). 社會 科學 篇; 論文集 (Yǒngnam
Taehakkyo). 人文 科學 篇; and 論文集 (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). 自然 科學 篇.
785 16 $t Nonmunjip (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). Sahoe kwahak p’yŏn
785 16 $t 論文集 (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). 社會 科學 篇
785 16 $t Nonmunjip (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). Inmun kwahak p’yŏn
785 16 $t 論文集 (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). 人文 科學 篇
785 16 $t Nonmunjip (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). Chayŏn kwahak p’yŏn
785 16 $t 論文集 (Yǒngnam Taehakkyo). 自然 科學 篇

245 00 $a Pun'gibyŏl nodong tonghyang punsŏk = $b Quarterly labor review.
245 00 $a 分期別 勞動 動向 分析 = $b Quarterly labor review.
580 ## $a Split into: Nodong chŏngch’ae kŏyŏng; and: Maewŏl nodong tonghyang.
580 ## $a Split into: 労動 政策 研究, and: 麥月 労動 畫.
785 16 $t Nodong chŏngch’ae kŏyŏng
785 16 $t 労動 政策 研究
785 16 $t Maewŏl nodong tonghyang
785 16 $t 麥月 労動 畫

245 00 $a Taehan Kŏnch’uk Hakhoe nonmunjip = $b Journal of the Architectural
Institute of Korea.
245 00 $a 大韓 建築 學會 論文集 = $b Journal of the Architectural Institute of Korea.
d) Absorption. If a resource absorbs another resource, give the name of the resource absorbed, and optionally the date of absorption.

Absorbed  (780 x5)

245 00 $a Kōsei.
245 00 $a 厚生.
780 05 $a Japan. Kōseishō
780 05 $a Japan. 厚生省. $t 厚生広報

245 00 $a Han’guk, oeguk inmyŏngnok.
245 00 $a 韓國・外國 人名錄.
780 05 $t Han’guk inmyŏngnok (chibang)
780 05 $t 韓國 人名錄 (地方)
245 00 $a Toshiba rebyū = $b Toshiba review.
245 00 $a 東芝レヴュー = $b Toshiba review.
580 ## $a Absorbed in part: Tōshiba kenkyū jihō, Tōshiba gihō, and Musen shiryō.
580 ## $a Absorbed in part: 東芝研究時報, 東芝技報, and 無線資料.
780 16 $t Tōshiba kenkyū jihō
780 16 $t 東芝研究時報
780 16 $t Tōshiba gihō
780 16 $t 東芝技報
780 16 $t Musen shiryō
780 16 $t 無線資料

245 00 $a Han'guk ūi 21-segi chōngch’i, kyōngje, sahoe chōnmang [made-up title]
245 00 $a 한국 의 21 세기 정치, 경제, 사회 전망. [made-up title]
580 ## $a Absorbed in part: Han’guk ūi 21-segi chōngch’i chōnmang, Han’guk ūi 21-segi kyōngje chōnmang, and: Han’guk ūi 21-segi sahoe chōnmang.
580 ## $a Absorbed in part: 한국 의 21 세기 정치 전망, 한국 의 21 세기 경제 전망, and: 한국 의 21 세기 사회 전망.
780 16 $t Han’guk ūi 21-segi chōngch’i chōnmang
780 16 $t 한국 의 21 세기 정치 전망
780 16 $t Han’guk ūi 21-segi kyōngje chōnmang
780 16 $t 한국 의 21 세기 경제 전망
780 16 $t Han’guk ūi 21-segi sahoe chōnmang
780 16 $t 한국 의 21 세기 사회 전망

Absorbed by:  (785 x4)

245 00 $a Zhong Mei zhou bao = $b Chinese-American weekly.
245 00 $a 中美週報 = $b Chinese-American weekly.
785 04 $t Lian he ri bao
785 04 $t 聯合日報

245 00 $a Musen shiryō
245 00 $a 無線資料
785 04 $t Tōshiaba revyū
785 04 $t 東芝レヴュー

245 00 $a Han’guk inmyōngnok (chibang).
245 00 $a 韓國 人名錄 (地方).
Absorbed in part by: (785 x5)

245 00 $a Han’guk ŭi 21-segi chŏngch’i chŏnmang [made-up title]
245 00 $a 한국의 21세기 정치 전망 [made-up title]
580 ## $a Absorbed in part by: Han’guk ŭi 21-segi chŏngch’i, kyŏngje, sahoe chŏnmang.
580 ## $a Absorbed in part by: 한국의 21세기 정치, 경제, 사회 전망.
785 15 $t Han’guk ŭi 21-segi chŏngch’i, kyŏngje, sahoe chŏnmang
785 15 $t 한국의 21세기 정치, 경제, 사회 전망

LC rule interpretation 12.7.B8d. LC/PCC practice: Apply the optional provision of the rule whenever the information is readily available.

g) Supplement. If a resource is a supplement to another resource, give the name of the main resource.

Supplement to note: (772)

245 00 $a Xianggang shang pin mao yi tong ji. $p Zhou nian fu kan : an guo jia ji huo pin hua fen--Gang chan pin chu kou ji zhuan kou = $b Hong Kong merchandise trade statistics. $p Annual supplement: country by commodity--domestic exports and re-exports.
245 00 $a 香港商品貿易統計. $p 周年附刊: 按國家及貨品劃分--港產品出口及轉口 = $b Hong Kong merchandise trade statistics. $p Annual supplement: country by commodity--domestic exports and re-exports.
772 0 $t Xianggang shang pin mao yi tong ji. Gang chan pin chu kou ji zhuan kou
772 0 $t 香港商品貿易統計. 港產品出口及轉口

245 00 $a Ajia bunka kenkyū. $p Bessatsu = $b Asian cultural studies. Special issue.
245 00 $a アジア文化研究. $p 別冊.
772 0# $t Ajia bunka kenkyū
772 0# $t アジア文化研究

245 00 $a Kyoyuk myŏngbu.
245 00 $a 教育 명부.
730 0# $a Han’guk kyoyuk yŏn’gam.
730 0# $a 한국 교육 연감.
772 0# $t Han’guk kyoyuk yŏn’gam
If a resource has supplement(s) that are described separately, make notes identifying the supplement(s).

*Has supplement note: (770)*

245 00 $a Xianggang shang pin mao yi tong ji. $p Gang chan pin chu kou ji zhuan kou = $b Hong Kong merchandise trade statistics. $p Domestic exports and re-exports.
245 00 $a 香港商品貿易統計. $p 港產品出口及轉口 = $b Hong Kong merchandise trade statistics. $p Domestic exports and re-exports.
770 0# $t 香港商品貿易統計. 周年附刊 : 按國家及貨品劃分--港產品出口及轉口
770 0# $t Xianggang shang pin mao yi tong ji. Zhou nian fu kan : an guo jia ji huo pin hua fen--Gang chan pin chu kou ji zhuan kou

245 00 $a Ajia bunka kenkyū.
245 00 $a アジア文化研究
770 0# $t Ajia bunka kenkyu. Bessatsu
770 0# $t アジア文化研究. 別冊

245 00 $a Han'guk kyo’yuk yōn’gam.
245 00 $a 한국 교육 연감.
770 0# $t Kyo’yuk myōngbu
770 0# $t 教育 명부

Make brief general notes on irregular, informal, numerous, or unimportant supplements that are not described separately.

525 ## $a Supplements accompany some numbers.
525 ## $a Numerous supplements.
525 ## $a Two special supplements accompany last issue.
525 ## $a Separately numbered weekend editions accompany Saturday and Sunday issues, <Jan. 1, 1994->.
525 ## $a Some issues accompanied by unnumbered supplement called: Special issue.
Beginning with 2003 each vol. is accompanied by a supplement; odd numbered years have title: Top’yo ro ponun yōsōng tonggye (Statistical chart on women), even numbered years have title: Chiyōk yōsōng tonggye (Regional statistics on women).

12.7B10. Numbering and issuing peculiarities

LC rule interpretations 12.7B10. CONSER standard and minimal record practice:
It is not required to use prescribed abbreviations or standardized capitalization when giving this information. Numbers given as words may be transcribed as words or recorded as Arabic numerals.

If a serial has a new sequence of numbering (cf. 12.3G), give information about the sequence in a 362 field or a 515 field, whichever is clearer.

12.7B10.1. If the period covered by a volume, issue, etc., of an annual or less frequent serial is other than a calendar year, give the period covered.

12.7B10.2. Change in numbering. Make notes on complex or irregular numbering not already specified in the numbering area if considered to be important (see 12.3G). Make notes on issuing peculiarities if considered to be important.

515 ## $a Publication suspended Feb.-May 1952.

515 ## $a No more published?

515 ## $a Issues for <1992, 2-> also called <zong di 43 qi->
515 ## $a Issues for <1992, 2-> also called <総第 43 期->

515 ## $a Di 49 qi published out of chronological sequence.

515 ## $a Numbering also in English.

515 ## $a An introductory no., called shi kan hao, issued Sept. 1, 1983.
515 ## $a An introductory no., called 試刊號, issued Sept. 1, 1983.

515 ## $a Issues for chuang kan hao- also called zong di 2 qi-
515 ## $a Issues for 創刊號- also called 第 2 期-


515 ## $a Issued in parts.

515 ## $a Began in 1993- first four issues concerning social sciences; last two issues concerning natural science.
12.7B11. Publication, distribution, etc.

12.7B11.1. If a resource suspends publication with the intention of resuming at a later date, give this fact. If publication is resumed, give the dates or designation of the period of suspension.

515 ## $a Suspended with v. 11
515 ## $a No updates issued from 1999 to 2001

Make notes on beginning and/or ending dates of publication not recorded in the publication, distribution, etc., area (see 1.4F8).

362 1# $a Began with the issue for 1979.
362 1# $a Began in 1980.
362 1# $a Published 1955-1969.
362 1# $a Ceased with: 第 10 号 (Aug. 1994).

12.7B11.2. Change in publication, distribution, etc.

a) Serials. Makes notes on changes in the place and/or name of publisher and/or manufacturer that occur after the first/earliest issue or part if considered to be important (see 12.4C2, 12.4D2, 12.4G2). If the changes have been numerous, a general statement may be made.

_LC rule interpretation 12.4D2_: See LCRI 1.4 for application of the MARC 21 repeatable 260 field. (_Editor’s note_: See examples under 12.4D 2.)

500 ## $a Imprint varies.

500 ## $a Publishers: Zhongguo you yi chu ban gong si, 1990-1992; Zhongguo da bai ke quan shu chu ban she, 1993-
500 ## $a Publishers: 中國友誼出版公司, 1990-1992; 中國大百全書出版社, 1993-

500 ## $a Issues for 1989- published by: Tianjin jiao yu chu ban she.

500 ## $a Vol. 1-125 issued as internal publication; v. 126- issued to public.

500 ## $a Issues for 1991 published internally; issues for 1992- published: 北京 :
12.7B13. Accompanying material Make notes on the location of accompanying material if appropriate. Give details of accompanying material neither mentioned in the physical description area nor given a separate description (see 1.5E). Give the frequency of accompanying materials that are a regular feature of the resource.

500 ## $a Issues for <2005-> accompany with CD-ROM; which is also available separately.

500 ## $a Accompanied by CD-ROM.

500 ## $a Some issues accompanied by CD-ROM, May, 2005-

12.7B16. Other formats. Give the details of other formats in which the content or partial content of the resource is, or has been, issued.

530 ## $a Also available via the World Wide Web. Restricted to CAJ subscribers.

530 ## $a Issued also on microfilm by University Microfilms International.

530 ## $a Issues for <2005-> also available on CD-ROM.

In the record for microfilm:


245 00 $a Nü qing nian bao $h [microform] / $c Jidu jiao nü qing nian hui.

245 00 $a 女青年報 $h [microform] / $c 基督教女青年會.

260 ## $a Shanghai : $b [Zhonghua Jidu jiao nü qing nian hui quan guo xie hui],
260 ## $a 上海 : $b [中華基督教女青年會全國協會],
533 ## $a Microfilm. $b Beijing : $c Zhonghua quan guo tu shu guan wen xian suo wei zhong xin. $e 1 microfilm reel ; 16 mm.

12.7B17 Indexes
a) Serials. Make notes on the presence of cumulative indexes. If possible, give the type of index, the volumes, etc., of the serial indexed, the dates of the serial indexed, and the location of the index in the set or the numbering of the index if it is issued separately. Make a note also on separately published indexes.

555 ## $a Subject index: v. 1 (1975)-34 (1980), in v. 35.
555 ## $a Last issue of each vol. contains tables of contents for current and earlier vols.
555 ## $a First issue of each year contains subject index to issues of previous year.

12.7B22. “Issued with” notes. If the description is of a resource issued with one or more other resources, make a note beginning Issued with: and listing the other resource(s).

245 00 $a Beijing tu shu guan yue kan
245 00 $a 北京圖書館月刊
580 ## $a Issued with reprints of its succeeding titles: Beiping Beihai tu shu guan yue kan, and: Guo li Beiping tu shu guan yue kan, and: Guo li Beiping tu shu guan guan kan.
580 ## $a Issued with reprints of its succeeding titles: 北平北海圖書館月刊, 國立北平圖書館月刊 and 國立北平圖書館館刊.

245 00 $a Guo li Beiping tu shu guan yue kan
245 00 $a 國立北平圖書館月刊
580 ## $a Issued with reprints of its preceding titles: Beijing tu shu guan yue kan, Beiping Beihai tu shu guan yue kan, and: succeeding title: Guo li Beiping tu shu guan guan kan.
580 ## $a Issued with reprints of its preceding titles: 北京圖書館月刊, 北平北海圖書館月刊; and succeeding title: 國立北平圖書館館刊.

245 00 $a Sin Han’guk po = $b The United Korean news.
245 00 $a 신 한국 보 = $b The United Korean news.
580 ## $a Issued with: Kungminbo, 1913, 8-1914, 8

12.7B23 Item Described. If the description is not based on the first issue or part or on the first iteration, make a note.
**CONSER field 588 draft instructions and examples (2010): Field 588 is used for source of description notes: "description based on" and "latest issue consulted" notes.**

a) **Serials**

i) Numbered serials. Make a note of the issue or part upon which the description is based. If more than one issue or part has been consulted, make a note of the latest issue or part consulted in making the description. Combine information about earliest and latest issues or parts consulted in a single note if both are appropriate. Do not make a note of earliest and/or latest issues or parts recorded in the numbering area.

```
588 ## $a Description based on: Di 24 juan di 1 hao (1981 nian 3 yue).
588 ## $a Description based on: 第 24 卷 第 1 号(1981 nian 3 yue).
588 ## $a Description based on: 39 (1992 nian 9 yue 27 ri).
588 ## $a Description based on: 39 (1992 年 9 月 27 日).

588 ## $a Description based on: 1995, 1 = 37 qi; title from cover.
588 ## $a Description based on: 1995, 1 = 37 期; title from cover.

588 ## $a Description based on: Di 2 qi, published in 1997; title from title.
588 ## $a Description based on: 第 2 期, published in 1997; title from title.

588 ## $a Description based on: Dai 6-gō (Heisei 3-nen [1991]); title from cover.
588 ## $a Description based on: 第 6 号 (平成 3-年 [1991]); title from cover.

588 ## $a Description based on: Dai 3-gō, published in 1989; title from cover
588 ## $a Description based on: 第 3 号, published in 1989; title from cover.

588 ## $a Description based on: 5 = 1990 nen haru-gō; title from cover.
588 ## $a Description based on: 5 = 1990 年春号; title from cover.

588 ## $a Description based on: Che 4-chip, published in 1994; title from cover.
588 ## $a Description based on: 제 4 집, published in 1994; title from cover.

588 ## $a Description based on: Che 5, 6 hapchip (1996).
588 ## $a Description based on: 제 5, 6 합집 (1996).

588 ## $a Description based on: Che 1-kwŏn che 3-ho (1993-yŏn 10-wŏrho) = t’onggwŏn 3-ho; latest issue consulted: che 3-kwŏn che 1-ho (1995-yŏn 1-wŏrho) = t’onggwŏn 9-ho.
```
ii) Unnumbered serials. Make a note of the earliest issue or part consulted (referring to it as instructed in 12.7A2) and its date of publication. If other issues or parts have also been consulted and the latest issue or part can be identified, also give the latest issue or part consulted and its date.
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